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Advanced computing and sensing technologies enable scientists to study natural and physi-
cal phenomena with unprecedented precision, resulting in an explosive growth of data. The
unprecedented amounts of data generated from large scientific simulations impose a grand
challenge in data analytics and visualization due to the fact that data are too massive for
transferring, storing, and processing.
This dissertation makes the first contribution to the design of novel transfer functions
and application-aware data replacement policy to facilitate feature classification on highly
parallel distributed systems. We design novel transfer functions that advance the classifi-
cation of continuously changed volume data by combining the advantages of the existing
boundary-based and structure-based methods to enhance the feature classification. Another
task of this research is to optimize I/O performance. We present an application-aware I/O
optimization technique in support of interactive large-scale scientific visualization. We par-
tition a scientific data into blocks, and carefully place data blocks in a memory hierarchy
according to a characterization of data access patterns of user visualization operations. We
also study scientific data analytics on heterogeneous architectures. We introduce Legion
which is a new programming model and runtime system targeting distributed heteroge-
neous architectures. We describe how to leverage logical regions to express important
properties of program data, such as locality and independence, for scientific data analytics
that can consist of multiple operations with different data types. Our approach can help
users simplify programming on the data partition, data organization, and data movement
for distributed-memory heterogeneous architectures. The last contribution of this research
is to solve the efficient analysis and visualization of Big Earth Data represented in different
data models, which is one of the greatest challenges for today’s Earth Science (ES) research
community. We designed new architecture of scalable visual analytics to address big-earth-
data variety challenge and enhance the performance with different data access patterns. A
high-level query interface is designed to allow users to easily express their customized
queries to search features of interest across multiple heterogeneous datasets. Scientists can
combine the query and visualization interfaces to enable a customized workflow facilitating
studies using heterogeneous geoscience datasets.
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11 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Nowadays, we are entering a data-rich era. Advanced computing and sensing technologies
enable scientists to study natural and physical phenomena with unprecedented precision,
resulting in an explosive growth of data. The size of the collected information from web
and mobile device users is expected to be even greater. To make sense and maximize uti-
lization of such terabytes or petabytes data for knowledge discovery and decision making,
we need a new set of tools beyond conventional data mining and statistical analysis. Visu-
alization has been a very effective way of understanding large, complex data, and has thus
become an indispensable tool for many areas of research and practice. In particular, it is
an extremely significant component of the scientific effort on facilitating the visualization
of climate models, and on advancing the understanding of complex natural phenomena.
Advanced visualization is also essential for scientists to gain insight and understanding
of phenomena that are simulated based on large and complex numerical models involving
multiple variables with different data types such as scalar, vector, and tensor.
Even though visualization has proven to be an effective tool to grasp difficult concepts
or identify new patterns of large scientific data, it also faces great challenges. One of the
main challenges for visualization researchers is feature extraction. The design of transfer
functions is an effective way to make the features of interest visible by mapping voxel val-
ues to opacities and colors. An effective transfer function can assist scientists in classifying
2different materials and exploring inherent spatial relationships of a volume data. Most
research on the use of transfer functions has focused on the visualization of boundaries
between materials [40,49] or the occluded materials with consistent structures [19,21,50].
However, in the real world, boundary-based and structure-based methods could not meet
the needs where a scientist desires to add emphasis to materials of interest that are occluded
objects without perfect homogeneous structures. For example, in a medical volume dataset,
vacuous bone marrow has an occlusion distribution clearly differentiated from skin, bone
and vasculature, but may have the same intensity as muscles. In a combustion dataset, the
holes generated from flames are not homogeneous and have almost the same intensities as
ambient air. Using only the boundary-based or structure-based methods makes it hard to
extract these areas, due to the spacial context and the similar or non-homogeneous intensity
distributions.
Another challenge for visualization researchers is to identify data access patterns and
data locality for large-scale interactive visualization to address the main bottleneck caused
by data movement. Researchers have devoted substantial efforts to develop efficient exe-
cutions of simulations on petascale or next-generation exascale machines. However, it re-
mains an even greater challenge to visualize and interpret large simulation data. First, I/O
speed significantly lags behind computing speed and the data size generated from scien-
tific applications keeps increasing. Transferring large data across a deep memory hierarchy
to carry out visualization calculations simply becomes the main bottleneck for an interac-
tive visualization pipeline. Second, data access patterns can be dramatically different from
user visualization operations and be dynamically changed across hierarchical memory lev-
els. Therefore, it is particularly difficult to identify data access patterns for large-scale
interactive visualization. It is important for algorithm designers to have a simple but rea-
sonably accurate model of the memory system’s characteristics, which explicitly controls
data placement and transfer.
3Despite the growing importance of supercomputing to the progress of science and en-
gineering, the programming models available for conducting computational science are
relatively primitive, because the latest supercomputers are increasingly complex and of-
ten are composed of deep, distributed memory hierarchies and heterogeneous processing
units [5]. Extracting the full potential from modern and future supercomputers becomes
the third challenge for the visualization of large-scale data.
Although previous studies have proposed feasible solutions to address the large volume
challenge by mostly leveraging loosely coupled techniques, scalable performance is still
difficult to be achieved when various large datasets are involved. We must holistically
consider both the volume and variety challenges and address both the data co-location and
co-alignment in a distributed environment.
1.2 Problem Statement
We have entered the Big Data era, where the future generation of supercomputing envi-
ronments is characterized by heterogeneous architecture and deep memory hierarchy. To
address the large data challenge, advanced visualization techniques and data representa-
tions are required to be adaptive to the underlying architectures and to exploit data locality
for efficient memory usage across heterogeneous computing environments. These consid-
erations motivate us to develop advanced visualization strategies that aim to enable efficient
feature classification, optimal data management and high-performance computation. Such
strategies consider the following aspects:
• Data characterization. Transfer function is an effective method to make the features
of interest visible by mapping voxel values to opacities and colors. We need to study
and develop effective transfer functions to assist scientists in classifying different
materials and exploring inherent spatial relationships of volume data. Thus, we can
4easily explore the important data and it assists in data placement on distributed sys-
tems.
• Data locality. Once the important features are obtained, we need to investigate users’
data access patterns according to data characterization to enhance data locality and
apply it to large-scale interactive visualization to reduce the data movement and op-
timize the I/O performance.
• Parallel and distributed processing. We need to study and evaluate the feasibility of
using parallel programming languages to perform analytics for large-scale scientific
data on heterogeneous processors. Our visualization systems must scale well to han-
dle increased data loads by using parallel rendering techniques on multi-core CPU
and GPU computers.
• Variety challenge. When a variety of datasets are involved, it is necessary to design
an encoding system to index multiple datasets exhibiting high heterogeneity, and
make it feasible to co-locate and co-align various datasets and explore a strategy to
partition and distribute the data in order to realize a balanced workload among the
processors.
1.3 Contributions
This dissertation has introduced a new feature classification technique and data manage-
ment schemes with efforts to bridge the gap between ever increasing computing power
and comparably slow I/O speed. It has also provided a study of large scale scientific data
analytics on heterogeneous architectures using the Legion runtime system and proposed a
scalable visual analytics framework to address the efficient analysis and visualization prob-
5lem of Big Earth Data represented in different data models. The following methods have
been proposed:
• Chapter 2. A design of boundary-structure-aware transfer functions to give concrete
guidelines for better revealing the interior and exterior structure of features, espe-
cially for occluded objects without perfect homogeneous intensities. Our method
separates these patterns from other materials that may contain similar average in-
tensities, but with different intensity variations. It can be used with scalar volume
datasets to classify features in one-pass computation, without prior knowledge of
features. To maintain accuracy and decrease the runtime of occlusion computing,
we propose a reduction method, and create a GPU-based algorithm named mirror
mapping to simplify the computation of ambient occlusion, while significantly im-
proving performance to find complex features. The proposed method extends the
expressivity and utility of volume rendering in extracting the continuously changed
patterns, while achieving a more sophisticated classification of volume data, without
using segmentation.
• Chapter 3. A design of an application-aware I/O optimization technique in support of
interactive large-scale scientific visualization. We characterize data access patterns of
visualization, and leverage application knowledge to derive a novel scheme to predict
data access during user interactive operations. Our prediction method is effective
even when a user randomly or nearly randomly accesses data in 3D. Based on the
prediction results, we develop a data replacement policy to exploit data locality and
minimize data movement across multiple levels of a memory hierarchy.
• Chapter 4. A study of implementing a parallel scientific data analytics framework
running on both GPUs and CPUs architectures using the Legion runtime system. We
describe the mechanism of expressing data locality and independence provided by
6logical regions in the Legion programming model. Our solution makes it easy for
users to implement a complex analytics workflow consisting of multiple operations
with different data types, but ignores the data management details (e.g., data parti-
tioning and distribution, data communication, etc.).
• Chapter 5. A design of a scalable visual analytics framework for unparalleled variety
scaling for Big Earth Data. We devise and implement a key technology, SpatioTem-
poral Adaptive-Resolution Encoding (STARE), in an array database management
system, i.e. SciDB, to achieve unparalleled variety scaling for Big Earth Data, en-
abling rapid-response visual analytics. We partition and distribute the chunks along
the traversal of the resulting STARE quadtree leaves in a round robin fashion, leading
to balanced workload among the processors.
72 Boundary-Structure-Aware Transfer Functions for Volume Classification
Visualization has been an efficient tool to help scientists grasp difficult concepts or identify
new patterns of scientific data. It is a challenge to design an effective transfer function to
make the features of interest visible by mapping voxel values to opacities and colors and as-
sist scientists in classifying different materials and exploring inherent spatial relationships
of a volume data. We present novel transfer functions that advance the classification of vol-
ume data by combining the advantages of the existing boundary-based and structure-based
methods. We introduce the usage of the standard deviation of ambient occlusion to quan-
tify the variation of both boundary and structure information across voxels, and name our
method as boundary-structure-aware transfer functions. Our method gives concrete guide-
lines to better reveal the interior and exterior structures of features, especially for occluded
objects without perfect homogeneous intensities. Furthermore, our method separates these
patterns from other materials that may contain similar average intensities, but with differ-
ent intensity variations. The proposed method extends the expressiveness and the utility
of volume rendering in extracting the continuously changed patterns and achieving more
robust volume classifications.
2.1 Introduction
One of the critical components of direct volume rendering is the design of a transfer func-
tion to make the features of interest visible by mapping voxel values to opacities and colors.
An effective transfer function can assist scientists in classifying different materials and ex-
8ploring inherent spatial relationships of a volume data. Most research on the use of transfer
functions has focused on the visualization of boundaries between materials [40, 49] or the
occluded materials with consistent structures [19, 21, 50].
However, boundary-based and structure-based methods could not meet the needs where
a scientist desires to add emphases to materials of interest without perfect boundaries or
homogeneous structures, especially when other materials have similar average intensities
to the areas of interest, but with different variations in intensities. For example, in a medical
feet dataset shown in Figure 2.6 (a), vacuous bone marrow has an occlusion distribution
clearly differentiated from skin, bone and vasculature, but may have the same intensity as
muscles. In a combustion dataset, the holes generated from flames (shown in Figure 2.8 (a)
and (b)) are not homogeneous and have almost the same intensities as ambient air. Using
only the boundary-based or structure-based methods makes it hard to extract these areas,
due to the spacial context and the similar or non-homogeneous intensity distributions.
In this chapter, we present a novel visualization approach that combines the advantages
of the boundary-based and structure-based methods. The major contributions of the chapter
are:
• We introduce the usage of the standard deviation of ambient occlusion on each direction
to differentiate surrounding information, and thereby identify object structures in a more
robust manner.
• We apply the divergence operation on the gradient to transform a continuously changed
area into a region with consistent intensity, and thereby enhance the identification of
boundaries.
• We introduce new 2D transfer functions using the intensity field, the divergence field,
and the field of the standard deviation of ambient occlusion. These transfer functions
provide an intuitive user interface that can facilitate users to robustly distinguish interior
and exterior materials from each other, especially for those materials with an imperfect
9homogeneous intensity distribution that are difficult to be identified using existing meth-
ods.
2.2 Related Work
There has been a great amount of research devoted to transfer function design that is an
indispensable part of volume visualization. Most existing methods can be roughly catego-
rized into boundary-based methods and structure-based methods.
Boundary-based methods exploit voxel intensities and gradient properties to guide trans-
fer function designs [29, 33, 45, 48, 72, 77]. The classic examples include Kindlmann and
Durkin’s approach of semi-automatic generation of transfer functions using the first and
second derivatives for visualizing boundaries between materials [40]. Lum and Ma [49]
presented lighting transfer functions to manipulate surface lighting and shading parameters
at arbitrary scalar value transitions for enhancing material boundaries of interest. However,
these boundary-based methods are not effective for volumes with a high amount of noise.
Although the use of high ordered smoothing gradient estimation masks (such as Sobel Fil-
ter [49]) helps suppress this noise, it can possibly blur the appearance of fine features of
interest. Boundary-based methods are popular in visualization systems because they mostly
use local information, which makes them easy to implement.
In recent years, researchers have recognized the limitations of these boundary-based
methods. Structure-based methods, which attempt to move towards gathering more global
information, have been proposed. Correa and Ma [19] described a size-based approach
to distinguish features with similar or identical intensities by the relative sizes of their
features. Later they proposed an occlusion spectrum method to classify structures by the
ambient occlusion of voxels [20]. Curvatures have also been used to distinguish different
structures according to their shapes [41]. However, these structure-based approaches are
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most effective when features can be clearly separated from the background. In addition,
they often need prior knowledge of the features, such as sizes, and are time-consuming by
multiple-pass computations to select the best parameters. However, in practice, it is hard to
know the exact size of the feature of interest in advance. Therefore, in cases where intensity
may vary smoothly across the entire domain, occlusion-based or size-based methods cannot
extract the entire object of interest. Furthermore, an isotropic diffusion filter is often used
in these methods. This implies the difficulty to identify a feature larger than the filter.
2.3 Boundary-Structure-Aware Transfer Functions
We aim to combine the advantages of boundary-based and structure-based approaches to
volume classification. Specifically, our approach is based on the most seminal works pre-
sented by Kindlmann et al. [40] and Correa et al. [20]. We first revisit these two approaches
to best present the rationale for our new transfer function design.
2.3.1 Boundary-Based Classification
Kindlmann et al. [40] employed a Gaussian-based boundary model to compute the gradient
of the intensity values for classifying a volume. For example, Figure 2.1 (a) shows a volume
domain V1 that consists of five objects o1, o2, o3, o4 and o5, where o1 and o2 are surrounded
by low intensities and o4 is surrounded by o3 and o5 that have medium intensities. We
assume that each object has a sharp, discontinuous change in its physical property and that
it is blurred by a Gaussian at its boundary. The vertical dashed lines denote the boundary
positions of these objects. Below the plot of V1, we draw a 1D intensity profile f (x) for the
segment across the entire domain of V1 (i.e., the red box in V1). Then, we can compute and
plot the first and second directional derivatives, f ′(x) and f ′′(x), of f (x). As Kindlmann et
al. noted, an ideal location for the boundary would be defined by either the extremum in
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Figure 2.1: Comparison between the boundary-based method, the structure-based method,
and our method for the objects with (a) homogeneous interiors and Gaussian boundaries
and (b) continuously changed interiors.
f ′(x) or the zero-crossing in f ′′(x).
The combination of f (x) and f ′(x) leads to 2D transfer functions that can effectively
classify objects based on their boundaries and intensity values. However, this method only
uses local information, and thus cannot further distinguish objects if they have the same
intensity. For example, because o1, o2, and o4 have the same intensity (denoted by the line
l1), we cannot distinguish them only using f (x) and f ′(x). Similarly, we cannot separate
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o3 and o5 either.
2.3.2 Structure-Based Classification
To address this issue, researchers have proposed incorporating more structure information
to enhance object classification. Correa et al. [20] used the ambient occlusion of a voxel
as a metric for classification. In computer graphics, ambient occlusion was proposed by
Zhukov [86] using obscurance to model the ambient illumination of an object. It was used
to improve the rendering of volumetric models, particularly for representing how each ex-
posed point in a scene computes the ambient lighting on isosurfaces. The ambient occlusion
of a point p can be computed by integrating the visibility function over the hemisphere Ω
with respect to a projected solid angle:
AO(p) =
1
pi
∮
Ω
Vp,ωˆ(nˆ · ωˆ)dω (2.1)
where Vp,ωˆ is the visibility function at p along a direction ωˆ , nˆ represents the surface normal
through p, and dω is the infinitesimal solid angle step of the integration variable ωˆ . This
equation can be generalized to compute the occlusion of a voxel p in a volume as:
O(p,g)≈ 1
N
pi
∑
φ=0
2pi
∑
θ=0
A(p, ωˆ(θ ,φ),g) (2.2)
where N is the number of neighbors of p, g is the input field (e.g., the scalar field f (x)).
A(p, ωˆ,g) is the directional occlusion of p along direction ωˆ within the field g, defined as:
A(p, ωˆ,g) =
T
∑
t=0
M(p+ tωˆ,g) (2.3)
where T refers to the number of samples along the direction ωˆ and M(p,g) is a visibility
mapping function. M(p,g) is application-specific. For example, for traditional isosurface
applications, it can be a binary function that is 1 for the isovalue of interest, and is otherwise
0. Other functions, such as Gaussian weighted filters or linear ramps, are also commonly
used. Equation 2.2 shows ambient occlusion can be considered as the convolution of the
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volume with a low pass filter where N is the size of the filter. It encodes the average
contribution of the surrounding neighborhood and can help separate structures, as long as
N is larger than the size of structures to be classified.
When this method is applied to the scalar field f (x) in Figure 2.1 (a), the result is shown
as the plot of O( f (x)). The occlusion values of o1(o2) and o4 are clearly different, which are
indicated by the lines l2 and l3, respectively. This is because the surroundings of o1(o2) and
o4 are different, as shown in V1. This difference of occlusion allows us to easily separate
these two objects, although they have the same intensity and cannot be separated using
the boundary-based method. However, o1 and o2 have the same intensity and surrounding,
resulting in the same occlusion indicated by l3. In this case, we cannot separate them
using occlusion. Moreover, we may not have prior knowledge of the size of objects before
classification. In practice, this method often needs multiple-pass computations to find the
best combination of parameters (i.e., M, T , N, etc.).
2.3.3 Rationale
Our goal is to design transfer functions that can distinguish objects with similar intensities,
but different surroundings (e.g., o2 and o4 in Figure 2.1 (a)), as well as objects with similar
intensities and surroundings, but different locations (e.g., o1 and o2 in Figure 2.1 (a)).
Correa et al.’s method only considers the local information within the size of the filter. In
this work, we advocate taking advantage of global information in the whole domain.
2.3.3.1 Standard Deviation of Ambient Occlusion
We notice that if we consider the information for the whole domain (i.e., use a filter that
covers the whole domain), we still get the same occlusion for o1 and o2. This is because the
occlusion value is equal to the summation of the values of M from all voxels, according to
Equations 2.2 and 2.3. However, we observe that o1 and o2 have different variations within
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the directional occlusions (i.e., the results of the function A from Equation 2.3) along all
directions. Hence, we propose to express such a variation at a voxel p as the standard
deviation of ambient occlusion:
Ostd(p,g) =
√
1
H
H
∑
i=1
(A(p, ωˆi,g))2− ( 1H
H
∑
i=1
A(p, ωˆi,g))2 (2.4)
where H is the number of different directions.
We verify this idea by applying Ostd on the scalar field f (x) and plotting Ostd( f (x)) in
Figure 2.1 (a). For o1 and o2 that have the same f (x) value, we can see that they can be
clearly distinguished by the different values of the standard deviation of ambient occlusion
based on f (x), while they cannot be separated by only computing the summation of ambient
occlusion O( f (x)) in Correa et al.’s method as discussed in Section 2.3.2. Intuitively, we
can see that around o1 and o2 (e.g., the left and the right sides of each object in V1) the global
variation of ambient occlusion on f (x) is different, which can be successfully quantified by
Equation 2.4.
2.3.3.2 Field Transformation
It is effective to apply the standard deviation of ambient occlusion Ostd on the scalar field
f (x) to tackle relatively simple cases (e.g., two objects o1 and o2). However, it has a few
limitations when the data becomes more complex. When we add more objects (e.g., o3,
o4, and o5), some Ostd( f (x)) values for an object may be the same as its surroundings or
other objects. For example, in the Ostd( f (x)) profile in Figure 2.1 (a), the line l4 has the
cross-sections with o1 and o4. Thus, we cannot accurately distinguish o1 and o4 according
to their Ostd( f (x)) values.
We observe that this issue is mainly caused by the non-zero intensity values of objects
that are used as the input to the visibility mapping function M, but can reduce the influence
of the surroundings. To address this issue, we incorporate the idea of the boundary-based
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methods, where we use f ′(x) or f ′′(x) to transform the original scalar field into another
field where only the boundary areas are highlighted and the other areas are suppressed, as
shown as f ′(x) and f ′′(x) in Figure 2.1 (a). If we use the occlusion function O to the field
f ′(x) or f ′′(x), we still cannot distinguish the objects, as shown by the example O( f ′′(x))
where o1 and o2 have similar values. Alternatively, if we use the standard deviation of
ambient occlusion Ostd to the field f ′′(x), we can clearly classify all objects. As shown
in Ostd( f ′′(x)) in Figure 2.1 (a), each object corresponds to a unique value. We did not
directly use Ostd( f ′(x)) in our approach because it is less appropriate in general cases,
which will be detailed in Section 2.3.3.3.
We can extend f ′′(x) to 3D scalar fields, which can be denoted by the divergence op-
eration. The divergence of a vector field F , expressed as div(F) or ∇ ·F , was originally
defined by a limit of the surface integral:
∇ ·F ≡ lim
V→0
∮
s F ·ds
V
(2.5)
where the surface integral gives the value of F integrated over a closed infinitesimal bound-
ary surface S = ∂V surrounding a volume element V , which is taken to size zero using a
limiting process. The divergence can also be denoted as the second derivative of the inten-
sity f (x,y,z):
∇2 f (x,y,z) =
∂ 2 f
∂x2
+
∂ 2 f
∂y2
+
∂ 2 f
∂ z2
(2.6)
The divergence of the gradient of f is also commonly referred to as the Laplace operator
or Laplacian, and results in a new scalar field ∇2 f . When the value of ∇2 f in an area
is 0, it implies that the change of the gradient is constant in this area, and thus this area is
transformed to be homogeneous by the application of divergence. In this way, the originally
continuously changed materials can be extracted with a constant divergence value, as the
voxels in this part have constant changes in gradient values. Meanwhile, the boundaries
can also be differentiated from possible noise or other less interesting features.
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2.3.3.3 General Cases
In a more general case of imaging or scientific volume visualization, a scientist may need
to add emphases to materials of interest that lack perfect homogeneous patterns, such as the
feet and combustion datasets, shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.8. Kindlmann et al.’s boundary-
based method can only extract the boundary of the structure by the 2D histogram of the
intensity versus the second deviation, and it is hard to classify structures with similar con-
tinuously changed intensities but at different locations, because the structures may have
the same magnitudes of gradient vectors. Correa et al.’s structure-based method also en-
counters difficulty in accurately extracting these structures (e.g., the marrow from the foot
MRI dataset, and the holes in the combustion dataset) due to the non-homogeneous interior
intensities of these structures.
Compared to existing techniques, our novel approach extends the expressiveness and
robustly classifies structures by bridging the advantage of boundary-based and structure-
based methods, especially for extracting structures with imperfect homogeneous intensity
distributions. Figure 2.1 (b) shows a volume domain V2 that consists of five objects o6, o7,
o8, o9 and o10, where o6 and o7 are surrounded by low intensities and o9 is surrounded by
o8 and o10 that have medium intensities. We assume that the each object has a continuous
change in its physical property, as shown in the plot of f (x) in Figure 2.1 (b), where the
line l5 indicates that o6, o7, and o9 have the same maximum intensity.
In this case, f ′(x) is expressed as step functions, and the extrema cannot be considered
as the indicators of the boundaries. Hence, Kindlmann et al.’s boundary-based method
cannot be applied for classification using f ′(x). As shown in the plot of O( f (x)), Correa
et al.’s structure-based method can distinguish the objects with the similar intensity but
different surroundings, such as o7 and o9 that corresponds to the lines l6 and l7, respectively.
However, it cannot distinguish objects with similar intensities and similar surroundings,
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such as o6 and o7.
Applying the standard deviation of ambient occlusion Ostd on f (x) can capture the
global variation of surroundings of objects, and thereby allows us to classify o6 and o7, as
shown in the plot of Ostd( f (x)) in Figure 2.1 (b). However, when considering more objects,
it also shows the same issue as its counterpart in Figure 2.1 (a), where the line l8 has the
cross-sections with o6 and o9. In this case, we first use f ′′(x) to highlight the boundary areas
and suppress the other areas, and then apply Ostd on f ′′(x). By combining the advantages
of the boundary-based and structure-based methods, the resulting Ostd( f ′′(x)) can perfectly
separate each object with a unique value, as well as classify continuously changed areas.
Similar to f (x) in Figure 2.1 (a), the step shapes of f ′(x) in Figure 2.1 (b) also reduces
the influence of the surroundings in Ostd . Thus, the shape of Ostd( f ′(x)) in Figure 2.1 (b)
is similar to Ostd( f (x)) in Figure 2.1 (a), and cannot be effectively used in this case. Given
these cases, we did not use Ostd( f ′(x)) in our approach.
2.3.4 Transfer Function Design
We derive a new boundary-structure-aware transfer function design to address a general
scalar field f (x) that has relatively consistent or continuously changed intensities. The key
of our boundary-structure-aware transfer functions is to use the standard deviation of ambi-
ent occlusion Ostd (see Equation 2.4), which incorporates the global structure information
of an input field g surrounding a voxel p and can have a different value for each object.
For a general volume data, we first use f ′′(x) to highlight object boundaries and sup-
press object interiors, and thus transfer a potentially continuously changed region as a rel-
atively constant region. Then, we use f ′′(x) as the input field g, and compute the standard
deviation of ambient occlusion Ostd( f ′′(x)) of each ray emitted from a voxel. In this way,
we leverage the advantages of both the boundary-based and structure-based methods.
We establish a 2D classification space using the intensity values f (x) or the second
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directional derivatives f ′′(x) with the standard deviation of ambient occlusion Ostd( f ′′(x))
from f ′′(x). In our design, the horizontal dimension denotes f (x) or f ′′(x), while the ver-
tical dimension corresponds to Ostd( f ′′(x)). To change the opacity and the color of the se-
lections, we use three additional 1D mappings with respect to f (x), f ′′(x), and Ostd( f ′′(x)).
When a structure is selected from the 2D histogram, the color and opacity values can be
set individually according to f (x), f ′′(x), or Ostd( f ′′(x)). This approach can simplify the
complexity from high dimensional transfer functions, and a user can use multiple variables
at one time to assign color and opacity values.
Therefore, we construct a boundary-structure-aware transfer function that is a mapping
from the space spanned by f (x) or f ′′(x) and Ostd( f ′′(x)) into color and opacity:
f (x)×Ostd( f ′′(x)) 7→ [0,1] or f ′′(x)×Ostd( f ′′(x)) 7→ [0,1]. (2.7)
By tagging different regions of the resulting 2D histogram and assigning color and opacity,
users can select regions with similar continuously changed intensity values but in different
locations within the dataset.
We note that in some special cases (e.g., a simple volume only consisting of two ob-
jects), the usage of f (x) as the input field g works better than f ′′(x). The reason is that
after the computation of f ′′(x), we only obtain the values of boundaries and other parts will
be close to zero values in these cases. Thus, if there are two objects with the same inten-
sities and sizes in the volume, they will have a very similar standard deviation of ambient
occlusion based on f ′′(x). In this case, we can use the method of computing the standard
deviation of ambient occlusion based on f (x). For example, as discussed in Section 2.3.3,
o1 and o2 in V1, and o6 and o7 in V2 can be easily distinguished by Ostd( f (x)). However,
when more objects are involved in the volume, we recommend the method of computing
the standard deviation of ambient occlusion based on f ′′(x), because the f ′′(x) operation
helps us simplify the volume and it is also ready for the differentiation of the interior and
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Figure 2.2: The properties of occlusion O( f (x)) with respect to object size (a), distance
(b), and shape (c).
exterior.
2.3.5 Properties
Our boundary-structure-aware transfer functions feature a set of proprieties that lead to
robust classification with respect to various object changes in size, distance, shape, and
intensity.
For comparison, we first use a simple example to illustrate the strengths and the possible
limitations of Correa et al.’s method with respect to object size, distance, and shape. As
shown in Figure 2.2 (a), we assume that there are two 3D balls A and B with different sizes.
We employ a filter F to compute the occlusion O( f (x)) for A and B using Equation 2.2.
The filter is represented by a dotted circle in Figure 2.2 and has the size of the bigger ball
A. We denote the volumes of A, B, and the filer F as VA, VB, and VF , respectively, where
VA =VF >VB. Without loss of generality, we assume that A and B have the same intensity
value of 1, and the intensity of the surroundings is 0. We also assume that, for any voxel, the
value of the M function in Equation 2.3 is equal to its intensity value. Thus, the occlusion
around a voxel p is the intersection volume of A and B with F , when F’s center is at p.
We first let the distance between A and B be large enough in that the filter F cannot
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Figure 2.3: Comparison between Correa et al.’s method and our method to separate struc-
tures even though they share the same intensity, shape, size, and environment. The distance
between two balls is less than the ball size.
simultaneously intersect with both A and B, as shown in Figure 2.2 (a). We can easily
see that the maximum occlusion OA_max of A is VA, when F and A are concentric (see the
red point). When the center of F is at a boundary voxel of A (see the orange point), we
gain the minimum occlusion OA_min of A, which is the intersection volume VFA of F and
A. Similarly, the maximum occlusion OB_max of B is VB, when F and B are concentric (see
the green point). When the center of F is at a boundary voxel of B (see the blue point),
we obtain the minimum occlusion OB_min of B, which is the intersection volume VFB of F
and B. Therefore, if OB_max < OA_min (i.e., VB <VFA), Correa et al.’s method can perfectly
distinguish A and B using the occlusion function O( f (x)), even though A and B have the
same intensity value of f (x), as shown in the 2D histogram in Figure 2.2 (a).
However, the condition of OB_max <OA_min may not always hold with changes in object
size, distance, or shape. For example, we can enlarge B in Figure 2.2 (a) to make VB >VFA,
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and thus gain OB_max > OA_min. Alternatively, we can keep the sizes of A and B unchanged
but shorten the distance between them, as shown in Figure 2.2 (b). In this case, the filter
F can possibly intersect with both A and B, when the center of F is at a boundary voxel
of B (e.g., the blue point). The occlusion at the blue point is equal to the intersection
volume VFAB of F , A and B, and can be greater than VFA at the orange point. Therefore,
OB_max > OA_min is gained. Similarly, the overlapping of the occlusion values can also
happen in the case of two objects with a similar size but different shapes, as shown in
Figure 2.2 (c). In these situations, the occlusion spectrum cannot perfectly distinguish
objects.
Our method, which computes the standard deviation of ambient occlusion Ostd , not
only inherits the strengths of the occlusion spectrum, but also addresses its limitations. In
this case that only consists of two objects, according to our discussion in Section 2.3.4, we
choose f (x) as the input field to show the effectiveness of the standard deviation of ambient
occlusion Ostd in classification.
Size and Distance. Similar to Correa et al.’s method, our method can classify objects
with different sizes and at a sufficient distance. More importantly, our method can also
classify nearby objects with the same size. For example, we create a synthetic 3D dataset
where two balls are contained in a box, as shown in Figure 2.3 (a). The balls share the same
intensity, shape, size, and environment. The balls and the box have the same intensity.
The distance between two balls is less than the ball size. As shown in Figure 2.3 (b),
the occlusion values of O( f (x)) of two balls overlap in the 2D histogram, where a single
selected region (i.e., a green box) can be mapped to the partial structures on both balls, as
shown in Figure 2.3 (c)-(e). This issue corresponds to the situation illustrated in Figure 2.2
(b). However, our method uses the Ostd( f (x)) to encode the global structure information,
and can help easily separate two balls. When we plot the intervals of Ostd( f (x)) in a 2D
histogram (see Figure 2.3 (f)), we can obtain a clear separation of structures, and each of
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Figure 2.4: Comparison between Correa et al.’s method and our method to separate struc-
tures with the same intensity but different shapes. The distance between the two objects is
smaller than the object sizes.
them is mapped to an individual ball (see Figure 2.3 (g)).
Shape. Our method can also classify nearby objects with different shapes. As shown in
Figure 2.4 (a), the distance between the ball and the cylinder is smaller than their sizes. In
this case, the occlusion values O( f (x)) of the two structures can partially overlap, leading
to the difficulty in separation, as shown in Figure 2.4 (b)-(d). This issue corresponds to the
situation illustrated in Figure 2.2 (c). Alternatively, our method uses Ostd( f (x)) to capture
the distinct variation of the neighborhood intensities of the objects, and thereby is more
robust in classification, as shown in Figure 2.4 (e) and (f).
Intensity. As discussed in Section 2.3.3.3, apart from classifying objects with constant
or relatively constant intensities, one unique property of our method is to tackle objects with
varying intensities that are difficult to classify using the exiting boundary- and structure-
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Figure 2.5: Comparison between Kindlmann et al.’s method (b), Correa et al.’s method ((c)-
(d)), and our method ((e)-(f)) to separate structures using one synthetic dataset containing
two nested cylinders with varying intensities ((a)).
based methods. Figure 2.5 (a) shows an example that contains two concentric nested cylin-
ders in 3D. The inner cylinder has the intensity linearly changing from 1 to 0 to 1 to 0 along
its circumference, while the intensity of the outer cylinder linearly changes from 0 to 1 to
0 to 1. The other areas have the same values of intensity 2. Figure 2.5 (b) shows a 2D
histogram with the intensity f (x) versus its first derivative f ′(x) using Kindlmann et al.’s
method [40]. Because this synthetic dataset does not follow the Gaussian-based boundary
model, it is difficult to classify these two cylinders using this 2D histogram.
Figure 2.5 (c) shows the result using Correa et al.’s method [20]. By selecting differ-
ent regions in the 2D histogram with the intensity f (x) versus the occlusion O( f (x)) in
Figure 2.5 (d), it can mostly classify these two cylinders. However, the similar occlusion
values can be generated within the two cylinders along the boundaries, and thus we cannot
perfectly classify these areas.
Figure 2.5 (e) shows the result using our method. With the 2D histogram of the second
derivatives f ′′(x) and the standard deviation of ambient occlusion Ostd( f ′′(x)) in Figure 2.5
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(f), we can successfully distinguish the outer and inner cylinders. By computing the diver-
gence of the gradient of f (x), we can suppress the continuously changed intensity of each
cylinder into a low constant value, and highlight the boundaries between these two cylin-
ders. Then, we compute the standard deviation of ambient occlusion on the resulting f ′′(x)
field, and generate different values of the cylinders that exhibit the completely different
surroundings using the global structure information. Therefore, we can see that each cylin-
der has a f ′′(x) value close to zero (i.e., the middle point of the f ′′(x) profile in Figure 2.5
(f)), but they have different Ostd( f ′′(x)) values. We can clearly classify the outer and inner
cylinders corresponding to the blue and red regions in the 2D histogram.
2.4 Case Studies
2.4.1 Imaging Datasets
Figure 2.6: The classification of the marrow, bone and skin from the feet data using our
method ((b)-(c)), Correa et al.’s method ((d)-(e)), and Kindlmann et al.’s method ((f)-(g)).
In (c), (e), and (g), the opacity values are 1.0, 0.4 and 0.25 for the regions selected by the
red, yellow and grey boxes, respectively.
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Imaging is one of the most important tools to display 3D objects, and is widely used
in various medical and engineering applications (e.g., evaluating size and form of tissue
structures, and detecting defects in mechanical components). Example imaging methods
include ultrasound, MRI, and CT [39]. An imaging data often has specific objects that can
be expressed by the Gaussian-based boundary model (see Figure 2.1 (a), Sections 2.3.1
and 2.3.2).
We first apply our boundary-structure-aware transfer functions to an MRI scan of feet.
Similar to the existing methods, our method can successfully classify the main structures
such as bone, skin and muscle. More importantly, our method can also separate fine fea-
tures, such as the marrow, from other tissues, which is hard to realize using the existing
methods. As shown in Figure 2.6 (a), we can tell from the 1D transfer function that the
marrow has the same intensity as the muscles between the bone and skin. The intensity
values in the marrow are continuously changed, so it is hard to extract the marrow part only
by those values. Figure 2.6 (d) and (e) show the results using Correa et al.’s method and
the corresponding transfer function with O( f (x)) and f (x), respectively. We can see that
the marrow part can only partially be extracted, if we want to extract all marrow part, other
sectional areas with the same values of O( f (x)) and f (x) will also be detected. Figure 2.6
(f) and (g) show the results using Kindlmann et al.’s method and the corresponding transfer
function with f ′′(x) and f (x), respectively. In this example, a part of instep areas has the
same f ′′(x) and f (x)) values as the marrow. Thus, the marrow part cannot be accurately
separated by the structure-based method and the boundary-based method. This verifies our
rationale shown in Figure 2.1 that Correa et al.’s and Kindlmann et al.’s methods hardly
distinguish objects at different locations with similar intensities and similar surroundings.
Our method works well on this kind of datasets. Here, we use the intensity versus
the standard deviation of ambient occlusion based on the divergence (i.e., f (x) versus
Ostd( f ′′(x))) as a 2D classification space. The reason why we choose the intensity f (x)
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as one of the metrics is that we can easily identify the bone and skin by the different in-
tensity values. Thus, it is easy for us to roughly identify each part in a classification space.
The occlusion axis helps us separate the objects with similar intensities, but different loca-
tions. We assign the color to each point on the histogram based on the divergence f ′′(x) to
help a user better distinguish the boundary. Because the divergence f ′′(x) helps us transfer
the continuously changed region to a relatively constant intensity, computing the standard
deviation of ambient occlusion based on the divergence assists us in finding the occluded
marrow in fociles and separate it from muscles and the marrow in toes. Figure 2.6 (b)
shows our classification results for the feet data, while the image (c) shows a 2D classifica-
tion space based on f (x) versus Ostd( f ′′(x)). It can be seen that the marrow, shown in red
in the image (b), can be extracted by brushing the red region in the image (c). The yellow
and gray regions in the image (c) correspond to bone and skin, respectively. This marrow
structure cannot be accurately extracted by the existing boundary-based and structure-based
methods.
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Figure 2.7: The classification of the holes in the engine data using Kindlmann et al.’s
method ((a)-(b)), our method ((c)-(d)), and Correa et al.’s method ((e)-(f)). The opacity
values are 1.0, 1.0 and 0.4 for the regions selected by the red, orange and yellow boxes,
respectively.
We also apply our boundary-structure-aware transfer function to a CT scan of engine
data. Our method can not only depict the main structure of the engine, but also extract
the fine features, such as the stick-shape holes, and separate the holes at different locations
respectively. Figure 2.7 (a) and (b) are the results from Kindlmann et al.’s method. We can
see that this method extracts the holes simultaneously and cannot independently display
either one because two stick-shape holes share the same f (x) and f ′′(x) values, and another
circular hole with the same f (x) and f ′′(x) is also extracted. However, our method (shown
in (c)) separates the two holes by a 2D classification space that consists of the divergence of
intensity versus the standard deviation of ambient occlusion based on the divergence (i.e.,
f ′′(x) versus Ostd( f ′′(x))) as shown in the image (d). When we use Correa et al.’s method
to extract the hole in the middle, the boundary of engine structure and partial hole nearby
will also be extracted as shown in the image (e).
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2.4.2 Scientific Simulation Datasets
Figure 2.8: (a) shows a side view of a combustion data. (b) shows a hole and its boundary
on a slab in the selected region of (a), which are classified using Correa et al.’s method
((c)-(d)) and Kindlmann et al.’s method ((e)-(f)).
Visualizing scientific simulation datasets is another important application. Different from
imaging datasets, scientific simulation datasets are often characterized with continuously
changed scale fields, where generally 3D features cannot be expressed by the Gaussian-
based boundary model (see Figure 2.1 (b) and Section 2.3.3.3).
Figure 2.8 (a) shows an example dataset generated from a combustion simulation,
which contains an isosurface of a flame structure. The scientists are interested in extracting
the holes on the surface. Figure 2.8 (b) shows a hole on an extracted slab. These holes
correspond to a sudden drop in the intensity values, corresponding to the extinction event.
The classification of the holes in the combustion simulation helps the scientists analyze the
extinguished areas and investigate the underlying chemical and physical processes, which
is critical to improving combustion efficiency.
However, the intensities of the holes in the combustion dataset are most continuously
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changed and have similar intensities as air. This hole structure cannot be identified only us-
ing the gradient or the occlusion information with the traditional methods. By comparison,
Correa et al.’s method shown in Figure 2.8 (c)-(d) cannot exactly extract the holes while
Kindlmann et al.’s method shown in Figure 2.8 (e)-(f) can only extract hole’s boundary. In
addition, a portion of the upper-left region (in blue) is also misclassified with the central
hole using these two methods.
Figure 2.9: The classification of the hole and its boundary on the slab of the combustion
data using our method. The opacity values are 1.0, 1.0 and 0.5 for the regions selected by
the red, blue, and yellow boxes.
We apply our method using the divergence f ′′(x) versus the standard deviation of the
occlusion based on the divergence Ostd( f ′′(x)) as a 2D classification space as shown in
Figure 2.9 (d). The reason is that we can easily identify the area in the space with zero
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divergence and lowest standard deviation of ambient occlusion, as the hole occluded in
the volume and the region with higher occlusions and lowest negative and highest positive
divergences correspond to the boundary. Figure 2.9 shows classification results from ap-
plying our method to the combustion dataset. We can easily extract the hole shown as blue
color in the image (a), corresponding to the area in the blue box in the image (d). The im-
age (b) shows the side view of this hole of which intensities are continuously changed. The
red area in the image (d) denotes the lower divergence, which is the boundary of the hole
colored by red in Figure 2.9 (c). The area in the yellow box in the image (d) corresponds
to the flame colored by yellow in the images (a), (b) and (c).
Figure 2.10: The classification of the hole in another combustion data using our method.
We also apply our method to another combustion simulation case in Figure 2.10. Our
boundary-structure-aware transfer function can identify the specially shaped hole, shown
as the red color in the image (a), on the frame structure shown in the image (b). The image
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(c) shows the corresponding 2D histogram based on f (x) versus Ostd( f ′′(x)). The images
(d)-(f) show the cutaway from the side view of our method ((d)) and 1D transfer function
based on intensity without air ((e)) and with air ((f)). The image (f) clearly shows that the
hole and the air have the similar intensity, and are hard to be separated using the traditional
methods.
2.5 Conclusion
This chapter presents boundary-structure-aware transfer functions for volume classifica-
tion. We introduce a novel method to make use of the standard deviation of ambient occlu-
sion to enhance classifying 3D volume datasets. In addition, we apply divergence along the
gradient as one of the main criteria for classification. Our method can not only highlight
the boundaries, but also can accurately distinguish objects that may be occluded or have
continuously changed patterns. Our work shows a promising approach to help scientists
explore their data with more detailed and robust classifications.
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3 An Application-Aware Data Replacement Policy for Interactive Large-Scale Sci-
entific Visualization
After classifying the features of the dataset, we need a data access pattern and a data lo-
cality principle for these featured data. Because the unprecedented amounts of data gen-
erated from large scientific simulations impose a grand challenge in data analytics, I/O
simply becomes a major performance bottleneck. To address this challenge, we present an
application-aware I/O optimization technique in support of interactive large-scale scientific
visualization. We partition a scientific dataset into blocks, and carefully place data blocks
in a memory hierarchy according to a characterization of data access patterns of user vi-
sualization operations. We conduct an empirical study to explore the parameter space to
derive optimal solutions. We use real-world large-scale simulation datasets to demonstrate
the effectiveness of our approach.
3.1 Introduction
Researchers have devoted substantial efforts to develop efficient executions of simulations
on petascale or next-generation exascale machines. However, it remains an even greater
challenge to visualize and interpret large simulation data. First, I/O speed is significantly
lagging behind computing speed and the data size generated from scientific applications
keeps increasing. Transferring large data across a deep memory hierarchy to carry out vi-
sualization calculations simply becomes the main bottleneck for an interactive visualization
pipeline. Second, data access patterns can be dramatically different from user visualization
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operations and be dynamically changed across hierarchical memory levels. Therefore, it is
particularly difficult to identify data access patterns for large-scale interactive visualization.
Many sophisticated techniques have been developed to address the fundamental data lo-
cality issue and improve data movement efficiency. However, most traditional approaches
target generic solutions, less consider application characteristics, and thus have difficulty
achieving optimal performance for large-scale scientific applications. Recent efforts have
been perceived to incorporate domain knowledge to optimize data movement and enhance
the scalability of end-to-end scientific workflows [73, 83]. However, these approaches
mainly investigated data access patterns of simulations, and only considered relatively sim-
ple data analysis operations.
In this chapter, we first characterize data access patterns of visualization, and leverage
application knowledge to derive a novel scheme to predict data access during user interac-
tive operations. Our prediction method is effective even when a user randomly or nearly
randomly accesses data in 3D. Based on the prediction results, we develop a data replace-
ment policy to exploit data locality and minimize data movement across multiple levels of
a memory hierarchy.
We have evaluated our approach on machines with multiple hierarchical memory levels
and compared it with the traditional methods, including First-In-First-Out (FIFO) and Least
Recently Used (LRU). The experimental results have shown that our method can achieve
superior performance in support of interactive visualization.
3.2 Related Work
The out-of-core techniques have been exploited in I/O-efficient volume rendering, isosur-
face computation, and streamline computation [63]. For example, in order to optimize
streamline tracing in large unstructured data, Ueng et al. [75] proposed a top-down out-of-
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core preprocessing algorithm that built an octree partition to restructure unstructured grids
and then loaded the octree cells on demand. However, this method requires one to replicate
a cell on the octree nodes that the cell may intersect. Leutenegger and Ma [46] proposed
to use R-trees to solve the imbalance problem in the structure of an octree to optimize
searching operations on large unstructured datasets. Pascucci and Frank [58] used a space-
filling curve for data layout and indexing that can be simply and efficiently computed by
bit masking, shifting and addition. This method can be easily used for the multi-resolution
computation of arbitrary slices of very large datasets. Sutton and Hansen [70] proposed the
T-BON (Temporal Branch-On-Need Octree) technique for fast extraction of isosurfaces of
time-varying datasets. Isenburg et al. [38] used mesh simplification as an example to show
how to adapt out-of-core mesh processing techniques to perform their computations based
on the new processing sequence paradigm. Although these out-of-core techniques make it
possible to visualize a large dataset with a reduced I/O cost, most of them require expen-
sive pre-processing steps, such as conducting some form of data duplication, or building
multi-resolution representations.
Caching and prefetching heuristics are also commonly used to reduce the number of
cache misses and the I/O cost.They have been extensively investigated for computer sys-
tems. The main aim of these studies is to minimize different cost metrics, such as miss ra-
tio, total cost, and average latency. Belady [6] discussed replacement algorithms based on
a virtual-storage concept for automatic memory allocation. Hutchinson et al. [36] demon-
strated a duality between prefetching and queued writing with parallel disks, involving
read-once accesses and interleaved access to striped sequences. Dash and Demsky [23] pre-
sented a distributed transactional memory system that attempted to automatically hide net-
work latency by speculatively prefetching and caching objects. Megiddo and Modha [53]
proposed a cache replacement policy named Adaptive Replacement Cache that maintained
two LRU lists of pages to increase hit ratio. Although these techniques can significantly im-
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Figure 3.1: A scientific visualization process using combustion simulation data.
prove I/O performance, there are few caching and prefetching techniques targeting highly
interactive visualization applications.
3.3 Background
3.3.1 Interactive Scientific Visualization
The data generated from a scientific simulation is typically volumetric, multivariate, and
time-varying. Volume visualization techniques are often used to depict different aspects
of variables and their possible relationships. Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 illustrate two inter-
active volume visualization processes using the datasets of a combustion simulation and a
climate simulation as examples. We can see that visualization operations can be roughly
categorized into two types.
The first type of operations is view-dependent. As shown in Figure 3.1, given a volume
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data Γ in R3, a user can explore it in a spherical domain Ω ⊂ R3 enclosing Γ. We assume
that Ω and Γ are concentric, and the center is o. The user can move a camera along a path
P inside Ω, and use rendering techniques, such as volume rendering [47] to generate an
image of Γ at a camera position on P. For example, Figure 3.1 (a) and (c) show the variable
of stoichiometric mixture fraction (mixfrac) from two camera positions along P. Figure 3.1
(b) shows a zoom-in image corresponding to a camera position closer to this data.
The second type of operations is data-dependent. Apart from moving the camera po-
sition, a user can also apply visualization techniques (e.g., transfer functions [34], query-
based visualization [30], etc.) to control the visual properties (e.g., visibility, color, shape,
etc.) of different data variables and regions. For example, Figure 3.1 (d) and (e) correspond
to a top view of the data. The image (d) shows an iso-surface of mixfrac colored by the
variable of scalar dissipation and the image (e) shows the same iso-surface but colored by
the variable of OH radical.
Moreover, after perceiving certain regions of interest, scientists often conduct detailed
data analysis and visualization using the combination of numerous queries based on pos-
sibly complex functions of the primary variables. Take climate simulations for instance in
Figure 3.2, the bottom image shows a mesoscale modeling of smoke (colored in yellow
to red) transport over the southeast Asian maritime continent and the interplay of typhoon
(colored in white). Scientists can explore the dataset along a camera path as shown in the
red dotted line. An overview of the camera path can be easily perceived from the earth in
the upper image.
The images (a)-(d) in Figure 3.3 illustrate the views from four different view angles and
view positions on this path. Scientists may want to collect statistical information useful to
describe the relationship between variables. As shown in Figure 3.3, the statistic analysis
results can be dynamically generated and displayed with each image. They are three his-
tograms showing the distribution of water vapor mixing ratio (QVPOR), wind magnitude,
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Figure 3.2: A scientific visualization process using a climate simulation data. The dotted
line in the top image denotes an overview of a sample camera path around the earth. The
bottom image provides a top view of the camera path in the climate simulation data, where
the interplay between smoke (colored in yellow to red) and typhoon (colored in white) is
visualized.
and a correlation matrix of 151 primary variables for the regions seen from the images.
These results can be used to assist scientists in their analysis tasks [68], and gain interac-
tive feedback according to their views.
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Figure 3.3: The images (a)-(d) are the four views generated from the different view angles
and positions along the path. At the left of each image, there are two histograms and
a correlation matrix corresponding to the distribution of QVPOR, wind magnitude and
the correlation among 151 primary variables for the regions seen from the image. These
analytic graphs are dynamically updated according to views.
3.3.2 I/O Challenges
With ever increasing computer power, simulations produce increasingly large quantities of
data to be visualized, which has imposed severe challenges to carry out interactive visual-
ization with these view-dependent and/or data-dependent operations. A typical issue is
that a volume data generated from a large-scale simulation cannot be entirely loaded into
the memory layer (e.g., main memory or GPU memory) immediately accessed by a pro-
cessing unit (e.g., CPU or GPU). A commonly used strategy is to only load the visible data
regions that could be considerably smaller than the entire data. Furthermore, when a user
moves the camera position, the visible data regions are also changed. Thus, it requires the
system to quickly move data between faster (but smaller) memory and slower (but larger)
memory, while maintaining an interactive rendering speed. However, such data movement
is a major bottleneck in today’s many large-scale scientific applications. Real-time data
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visualization and analysis based on different view positions and view directions require an
efficient data transferring and placement solution.
Computer graphics and visualization communities have developed sophisticated view-
dependent algorithms to optimize data movement according to a user’s view [63]. The basic
idea is to first build a multi-resolution representation of data, and then for a data region far
from the camera, only its coarser representation needs to be loaded and rendered. This idea
is based on a simple fact that the viewed area is reduced for an object moving away from
the camera. Conventional data replacement policies, such as LRU, are used to keep the
data region most recently seen in faster memory.
However, for data-dependent operations, the full extent of visible data is often required
to generate an accurate depiction of data (e.g., the shape and color of the iso-surface, or the
statistics of a variable within a region of interest) for gaining detailed scientific insights.
These operations are based on the functions of variables, and this fact implies that we must
consider every data element to accurately evaluate the functions, such as the coloring of
the iso-surface in the images (d) and (e) of Figure 3.1 and the calculation of the histograms
and correlation matrix shown in the images (a)-(d) of Figure 3.3. However, these complex
functions are typically a priori unknown and not easily invertible. Furthermore, there is not
enough space in the memory for loading the whole dataset of all variables to compute the
correlation matrix. This presents a difficulty for realizing performance either by indexing
the variables in a preprocessing step, or by traditional multi-resolution approaches that
may defeat the original purpose of performing high-resolution simulations. In addition,
data access patterns in visualization are also highly influenced by camera paths that can be
randomly or nearly randomly formed by a user exploration. Thus, it is very challenging to
predict data access patterns using conventional data-dependent solutions.
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Figure 3.4: The orange (green) region corresponds to the view frustum or the visible region
of the camera at the position u (v).
3.4 Our Approach
We present a novel approach to predict data access patterns and minimize data move-
ment by bridging view-dependent and data-dependent strategies. Compared to existing
techniques, our approach can significantly improve the effectiveness of data caching (i.e.,
reusing data blocks in faster memory) and prefetching (i.e., overlapping data movement
with computation). Our approach is based on two observations:
Observation 1: The visible data regions can be very similar among the camera positions
within a certain small vicinal area in Ω. As shown in Figure 3.41, the view frustums (i.e.,
the visible regions) of two nearby camera positions, u and v, are largely overlapped. This
implies that, although a camera path P can be rather random within Ω, the view frustum
of any position w on P can be approximated by a nearby point u or v in Ω, where u or v
may not be exactly on P. This property can be used to improve the effectiveness of data
1For clarity, we use the 2D square and circle in the figures and examples.
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Figure 3.5: The overview of our method.
caching, which is to maximize the reuse of data blocks in faster memory. As there may
exist overlapping data, we could prefetch the data that currently is not on the fast memories
for the next view point on a camera path.
Observation 2: Scientists often use their domain knowledge to narrow their exploration of
certain regions of interest. A considerable amount of data can be pre-filtered out for their
study. For example, for the climate simulation data shown in Figure 3.3, scientists mainly
focus on the regions that are severely contaminated by PM10 (particulate matter colored
in yellow to red) and that interact with the typhoon (colored in white), and may neglect
the ambient regions. This implies that we can derive a measure to quantify the importance
of data, and arrange the placement of data along a memory or storage hierarchy according
to data importance. Specifically, we may not need to load the data of an ambient region
frequently, and can store them in slower memory while we can place an important region
in faster memory closer to the processing unit.
3.4.1 Overview
Figure 3.5 shows the overall process of our method that has three steps. Without loss of
generality, we assume that a volume dataset is divided into a set of uniform-size blocks.
In Step 1 (Section 3.4.2), based on Observation 1, we sample camera positions in Ω ac-
cording to view directions and distances with respect to the center of Ω. We then construct
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a look-up table, Tvisible, where the key of the table, < l,d >, is a tuple of view direction l
and distance d of a sampling camera position and each key corresponds to the visible data
blocks.
In Step 2 (Section 3.4.3), based on Observation 2, we quantify the importance of each
data block using an entropy measure, and pre-load the important blocks to relatively faster
memory levels. A table, Timportant , containing the importance information of data blocks
will be constructed for data prefetching process. Specifically, after building Tvisible based on
the sampling camera positions, we only prefetch visible data blocks with high importance
instead of the entire set of blocks if the total size of predicted data blocks exceeds the cache
size in fast memory. These two steps are performed as one-time pre-processing before
visualization.
In Step 3 (Section 3.4.4), Tvisible and Timportant are used to optimize I/O during render-
ing with possibly dynamically changed transfer functions and view positions. In our I/O
optimization, for each position on a camera path, we look up Tvisible to load the correspond-
ing visible blocks to faster memory for rendering. We also leverage Timportant to pre-load
the important blocks to faster memory. Thus, during rendering, only a few blocks will
be replaced by LRU policy. Our method can better predict future data requests and make
a more informed prefetching decision to reduce I/O cost and support highly interactive
visualization.
3.4.2 Camera Position Sampling
Based on Observation 1, we develop a method to predict the data blocks that are visible
from a certain position on a camera path.
We first sample a number of camera positions in Ω, as shown in Figure 3.6. In general,
the larger number of camera positions in Ω we sample, the higher accuracy the prediction
will have. However, for a larger number of sampling positions, the total time of building
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Figure 3.6: Camera position sampling. Each orange point represents a sampling position
v. φ is a small spherical domain centered at v. For a green point v′ inside φ , the light blue
blocks intersect with the visual frustum of the camera at v′, and thus are visible at v′. The
view angle of the frustum is θ .
the table Tvisible will be longer, and the look-up time for prefetching data in Step 3 will be
longer as well, thus increasing the overhead.
To determine an appropriate number of sampling camera positions, we conducted a test
based on a random camera path with the view direction changes within 10-15 degrees. We
fixed the other parameters, and only changed the number of sampling positions in Step 1.
Figure 3.7 illustrates the test of the comparison of miss rate and I/O time (i.e., the time
to load the missed data block) between different numbers of sampling positions on four
datasets shown in Table 3.1. Each camera position v corresponds to a view direction l = ~vo
and a distance d =‖ ~vo ‖, where o is the centroid of Ω. As seen from Figure 3.7 (a), the
higher number of sampling points, the lower miss rate we can obtain. However, as shown
in Figure 3.7 (b), the I/O time with 25,920 sampling points has the lowest I/O time, and the
I/O times with 72,000 and 108,000 sampling points are higher. This is because the saving
from a reduced miss rate can not suppress the increase of query time in a larger look-up
table. Thus, the I/O overhead will be higher.
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Figure 3.7: (a) and (b) show the comparison of miss rate and I/O time between different
number of camera position sampling, respectively.
We then compute the visible blocks within a vicinal area of each sampling camera
position v. We build a small spherical domain φ centered at v as shown in Figure 3.6. We
sample several points v′ inside φ . The number of sampling points v′ in a vicinal area mainly
depends on the radius of this area. The zoom-in part in Figure 3.6 shows the sampling
points in φ . Given a view angle θ of the view frustum of the camera, we assume the angle
between a block b and a camera position v′ is ϕ . If ϕ is less than θ/2, then b intersects
with the frustum and thus is visible. We can easily compute ϕ as:
ϕ = arccos(
~v′bi · ~v′o
‖ ~v′bi ‖‖ ~v′o ‖
), (3.1)
where bi (i ∈ [0,7]) are the coordinates of eight corner points of b, and o is the centroid of
the volume, ~v′bi and ~v′o are two vectors, and ‖·‖ is the L-2 norm operator. After computing
all visible blocks for each point v′ within φ , we use a union operation to gather the set
Sv of unique visible blocks for v. The key, which is a tuple of the view direction l = ~vo
and a distance d =‖ ~vo ‖ combined with its corresponding visible data block set Sv, will
be inserted into the look-up table Tvisible. By that analog, we construct Tvisible after we
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compute the set Sv of visible blocks for each position v. Each entry in Tvisible is a key-value
pair, where the key is the tuple < l,d > denoting a sampling position v, and the value is Sv.
This table is only computed once as a pre-processing step. Moreover, it is independent to
specific datasets and only depends on the views and the total block numbers of a volume.
The selection of the radius r of φ determines the accuracy of our prediction of data
blocks during visualization. As shown in Figure 3.6, we aggregate the view frustums of v′
and compute the visible blocks accordingly. If r is too large, the aggregated view frustum
of φ can cover the whole volume, and thus incur over-prediction. Similarly, if r is too
small, we under-predict the visible blocks.
In addition, the radius r of φ must be larger than the distance between two camera
positions, because our goal is to predict the blocks that will be used for the next camera
position on the camera path. That is, the vicinal area of each sampling position should
contain the next camera position on a camera path. According to our observation, an ideal
case is that the total size of the predicted and current visible blocks is equal to the cache size
in faster memory, so that we can take full advantage of faster memory and more accurately
prefetch the visible blocks for the next view point on a camera path. As shown in Figure 3.8,
we hope that the blue blocks, corresponding to the predicted visible region from the φ of a
camera position v, can be held in faster memory. We can estimate the size of blue blocks
by computing the aggregated frustum (the green region) in Figure 3.8. Therefore the radius
r of φ is decided by the view angle θ of the frustum, the view direction l, the view distance
d, and the cache size of faster memory. Among these parameters, the view distance d can
be changed more dynamically during interactive visualization. Intuitively, if the camera
is far from the volume, the visible region is larger than the case when the camera is near
from the volume. Thus, the radius r should be adjusted according to the view distance d to
improve the accuracy of our prediction of data blocks during rendering.
The distance between two view points on a camera path is also an important factor im-
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Figure 3.8: The model to select a radius of a small spherical domain φ .
pacting on the radius r of φ , because we hope the vicinal area φ of each sampling camera
position could contain the next camera position on a camera path. To satisfy this condi-
tion, we may need a bigger radius r, which however will contribute to over-prediction and
cause the size of predicted data blocks larger than fast memory. To address this problem,
we can fully make use of the importance information of data blocks which will be intro-
duced in detail in Section 3.4.3. We only select the most important blocks in the set Sv for
each sampling point rather than keeping all the blocks in Sv in the look-up table Tvisible.
Section 3.5.2.2 will detail the parameter choices of r.
The data block size also plays an important role in the performance of our algorithm.
We need to consider the trade-off between the number of I/O operations and the size of
accessed data blocks. We experimented different block sizes to minimize the I/O overhead.
The detailed discussion of choices of block size will be provided in Section 3.5.2.1.
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3.4.3 Important Block Quantification
Locating the most commonly used blocks at faster memory is the key for fast visualizing
large data, as timely results are critical to many applications such as on-demand query and
real-time visualization. For the initial placement of data, instead of placing all data blocks
on slower memory, we estimate the important blocks and pre-load them to faster memory.
In this work, we select Shannon’s entropy calculation in information theory to quantify
the importance of a block. Shannon’s entropy H(x) defines the information content of a
random variable x as:
H(x) =−∑
x∈X
p(x)logp(x), (3.2)
where p(x) is the probability mass function of x. This is a measure of the uncertainty about
a given random variable and also indicates how much information the dataset contains [76].
This provides a measure to identify important data blocks of the volume, and has a large
contribution towards the total uncertainty of a group of blocks, because the blocks with a
small variation in their values often denote ambient regions, which usually have similar in-
tensity values. The blocks with high entropy have high likelihoods of presenting important
areas in the volume dataset. For example, in a combustion simulation dataset, the regions
of which values have greatest changes tends to be the most interesting part for domain
scientists. We build the table Timportant by sorting the values of entropy for all the blocks,
which allows us to select important blocks and put them on faster memory.
As discussed in Section 3.4.2, the importance information for each data block can be
used to predict visible data blocks when the next view point is relatively far from the pre-
vious one on a camera path and when a large vicinal area around a sample point would
result in over-prediction. In this case, we should only insert the block IDs with higher en-
tropies into the look-up table Tvisible for the prediction of visible regions in Step 1, so that
we can identify the blocks with a higher possibility to be used for the next view point. This
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method facilities interactive visualization when users conduct data-dependent operations
(e.g, tuning transfer functions) by their domain knowledge.
3.4.4 Application-Aware I/O Optimization
Based on our camera position sampling and important block quantification, we develop an
application-aware I/O optimization technique for large scientific visualization, which can
achieve a lower miss rate and a higher I/O speed than traditional methods. This algorithm
consists of three major phases as shown in Algorithm 1.
First, we conduct initialization and pre-load important blocks to fast memory according
to our important block quantification (Lines 1-7).
Second, during a user interactive exploration, for each view point vi on a camera path
P, we compute the visible blocks using our camera sampling. Then we check if all visible
blocks are stored on the fast memory close to the computing unit. If not, we fetch the
blocks from the slow memory and the least recently used items are replaced (Lines 8-19).
Third, after all blocks are located in the fast memory, the rendering operation starts. If
we use traditional methods such as FIFO and LRU to conduct data placement, I/O is idle
during the rendering time because there is no prediction scheme to prefetch the data for the
next step. In our algorithm, we take full advantage of rendering time to prefetch the data
which may be used to the next view point on the camera path. Given a random camera path
P, for each view point vi on P, we find the nearest sampling point v′i from vi in Ω, so that
it is easy to prefetch the most frequent blocks according to the look-up table Tvisible before
rendering, and replace the blocks which are least recently used on the current view point.
Although prefetching all the blocks to the fast memory could dramatically improve the
prediction accuracy and decrease the miss rate for the next rendering pass, it might lead to
a high overhead. To further enhance the performance, we can fully overlap prefetching and
rendering, and combine the importance information in Timportant with our prefetch scheme,
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Algorithm 1 Application-aware I/O optimization in large-scale scientific visualization
1: Let vec_b record visible block IDs from a view point
2: Let vec_ f ast record block IDs on fast memory
3: Let num_block record the number of blocks
4: Let time[num_block] record the latest used time of each block
5: Initial vec_b← φ , time[num_block]← -1
6: Load Tvisible and Timportant
7: Load the block IDs whose entropy values greater than a threshold σ in Timportant into
vec_ f ast
8: for each view point vi on a camera path P do
9: for each block b j in the volume do
10: if b j is visible then
11: vec_b← b j
12: end if
13: end for
14: for each block b j in vec_b do
15: if b j is not in vec_ f ast then
16: Fetch b j from slow memory and replace a block in vec_ f ast with the lowest
value in time and its value in time should be less than i
17: end if
18: time[b j] = i
19: end for
20: // Overlap rendering and prefetching
21: Render the visible blocks
22: During rendering, find the nearest sampling view point v′i from vi in Ω; look up
Tvisible to find the blocks corresponding to the key v′i, and prefetch the ones with the
entropy values greater than a threshold σ ; during prefetching, replace the blocks in
vec_ f ast that have the lowest values in time and their values in time are less than i
23: end for
which is to prefetch the blocks with the entropy values of greater than a specified threshold
σ (Line 21-22). Thus, the total processing time will be significantly lower than traditional
methods.
3.5 Results and Discussion
We present the experimental results of our I/O optimization method on the performance of
volume rendering using a synthetic dataset and several real simulation datasets of different
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Table 3.1: Datasets used in our experimental study.
name description resolution #variables size
3d_ball a synthetic dataset 1024×1024×1024 1 4GB
li f ted_mix_ f rac a combustion simulation dataset 800×686×215 1 472MB
li f ted_rr a combustion simulation dataset 800×800×400 1 1GB
climate a climate simulation dataset 294×258×98 244 7.2GB
resolutions. We evaluated our method with different camera paths, transfer functions, and
sampling camera positions. The conventional FIFO and LRU methods were used in our
comparison study.
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Figure 3.9: Miss rate between different block divisions.
3.5.1 Experimental Datasets and Environment
Table 3.1 lists the datasets used in our experiments. A synthetic dataset 3d_ball models a
3D ball with continuous changes of intensity inside. li f ted_mix_ f rac and li f ted_rr are
two real combustion data sets, and climate is a time-varying climate data set. All datasets
consist of 4-byte floating-point values. Two different types of camera path were used in our
experiments. One type of camera path is a spherical path with different degree intervals for
camera positions, while another type of camera path is a random path with different degree
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changes for each camera position. The total number of sampling positions along a camera
path is 400.
In our experimental study, we used a desktop with an 8X Intel Core i7 3.6GHz CPU.
We used a three-level memory hierarchy containing 16GB DRAM, a 512GB solid-state
drive (SSD) and a 3TB hard disk drive (HDD). We tested the I/O performance across these
three levels. We employed a GPU-accelerated volume rendering, and applied our data re-
placement for transferring a dataset from the HDD to the SSD to the DDRM. We neglected
the data transferring between the DRAM and the GPU memory in this study. The ratio of
cache size is 0.5 between two successive memory levels (i.e., for a dataset stored on the
HDD, the cache sizes on the SSD and the DRAM are 50% and 25% of the dataset size,
respectively).
Our goal is to lower the I/O time by reducing the miss rate across the levels of the
memory hierarchy. Although the summation of the prefetching time and I/O time might
be larger than the traditional method, the prefetching time can be overlapped and hidden
by rendering time. Thus, miss rate is a very important metric in our experiments. For
all experiments, we measured the total miss rate and the I/O time across DRAM, SSD
and HDD, and the total time combined with the I/O and the rendering. We compared our
method with the FIFO and LRU methods. Our method is refereed as OPT in the figures.
3.5.2 Parameter Choices
There are two parameters which most influence the performance of our optimized algo-
rithm: the block size and the radius of spherical area around each sampling point when we
build a camera position sampling look-up table. We conducted experiments to study the
influence of these parameters on the performance of our algorithm.
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Figure 3.10: A mathematical model for deciding the radius of spherical area around each
sampling points.
3.5.2.1 Block size
The block size influences the time to load data blocks into memory. To study the impact
of this parameter, we performed a sequence of experiments using the 3d_ball dataset. The
block size tested were 32×32×64, 32×64×64, 64×64×64, 64×64×128, 64×128×
128, 128× 128× 128. We compared the miss rate between our optimized method and
the FIFO and LRU methods. Figures 3.9 (a)-(g) illustrate the miss rate tests based on a
spherical camera path with the view direction changes of 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 and 45
degree per sampling camera position, respectively. Figures 3.9 (h)-(n) demonstrate the
miss rate tests based on a random camera path with the view direction changes between
0-5, 5-10, 10-15, 15-20, 20-25, 25-30 and 30-35 degree per sampling camera position,
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Figure 3.11: The total I/O and prefetching time over 400 camera positions using the optimal
r computed by our method and the pre-defined r values.
respectively.
Figure 3.9 clearly shows that our method is significantly superior to FIFO and LRU no
matter how many blocks are divided. When the camera position changes within a small
range such as 0-5 degree on either a spherical or random camera path, we can see that
smaller block sizes reduce the total miss rate. However, when the camera view direction
changes within a larger range, different block sizes do not show a considerable difference.
This is because the miss rate mainly depends on the data replacement across a memory
hierarchy and the smaller block size will increase the total number of replaced blocks.
We found that the range of the total block number between 1024 to 4096 can reduce the
miss rate. The determination of block size is also a trade-off between the number of I/O
operations and the size of data read. We recommend that selected block sizes are multiples
of the read buffer size.
3.5.2.2 Radius of spherical area around a sampling point
The radius r of spherical area φ around each sampling point (Section 3.4.2) is another
important parameter in our method. In order to choose a suitable value for this parameter,
we build a mathematical model to estimate a good range, as shown in Figure 3.10. We
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define a Cartesian coordinate system with the origin at the center of the volume. The edge
size of the volume is normalized to 2, and the corresponding coordinates are from -1 to
1. Assume v is a sampling point with a distance to the origin d. For each small sampling
point in a small spherical region φ with the radius r, we can construct a frustum between
two parallel planes of the volume. If we aggregate the frustums of all the sampling points
in φ , we can obtain a bigger frustum ζ (the light green region in Figure 3.10) with a view
angle θ and the two radii that lie between the volume are r′ and r′′, respectively. As we
take advantage of fast memory, the ideal situation is to put the whole frustum between the
volume in fast memory. In other words, the volume of the frustum ζ should be less than or
equal to the size of fast memory. This give us:
pir′′2 h3 −pir′2 h
′
3
8
=
cache size of fast memory
cache size of slow memory
, (3.3)
where pir′′2 h3 −pir′2 h
′
3 is the volume of ζ , and 8 denotes the normalized volume size. Ac-
cording to Figure 3.10, we can easily derive:
r′ =
rh′
h′′
= tan(
θ
2
)h′
= tan(
θ
2
)(d−1+ r
tan( θ2 )
)
(3.4)
and
r′′ = tan(
θ
2
)h = tan(
θ
2
)(d+1+
r
tan( θ2 )
) (3.5)
Thus, we can replace r′ and r′′ in Equation 3.3 and obtain the optimal r as:
r =
√
4× cache size of fast memory
pi× cache size of slow memory −
1
3
tan(
θ
2
)2−d× tan(θ
2
) (3.6)
We can see that if we fix the view angle and the ratio of cache size between fast memory and
slow memory, the optimal r needs to be dynamically computed according to the distance d.
To verify the correctness of Equation 3.6, we performed a test using the li f ted_rr
dataset that was partitioned into 1024 blocks with the block size 50× 100× 50. We fixed
the view angle and applied a camera path with 400 positions. The normalized volume
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Figure 3.12: Miss rate across a spherical path (a) and a random path (b).
edge size is 2. We compared the I/O time and the prefetching time between the optimal
r computed by Equation 3.6 and the pre-defined r values 0.1, 0.075, 0.05, and 0.025 with
respect to the normalized volume edge size. As shown in Figure 3.11, our method archived
the lowest amount of time for I/O and prefetching. In practice, a user may often zoom-in or
zoom-out during an interactive visualization, resulting in a dynamically changed d value.
In this case, our method can automatically compute the optimal r value tailored to different
d values.
3.5.3 Effect of Camera Paths
Figure 3.12 (a) shows the comparison of miss rate across a spherical path with different
degree intervals using the 3d_ball among three methods: FIFO, LRU, and our optimized
method. The 3d_ball dataset is divided into 2048 blocks. As shown in Figure 3.12 (a),
a spherical path with 1-degree change per camera position has the least miss rate among
three methods and the miss rate using our optimized method is the one-fourth of the miss
rates of the other two methods. With a larger degree change per camera position, the miss
rate gradually increases. The reason is that a smaller view direction changes, the less the
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number of replaced blocks is. The miss rates of our method are less than half of the miss
rates of FIFO and LRU.
Figure 3.12 (b) compares the miss rates among FIFO, LRU, and our method from dif-
ferent degree changes per camera position on a random camera path on the 3d_ball dataset,
which is divided into 2048 blocks. The path has 400 camera positions with randomly dif-
ferent d and l values. The miss rates were calculated over these directions. The result
shows that our method has lower miss rates, almost one third miss rate of FIFO and half of
LRU.
3.5.4 I/O Latency
To show the I/O latency, we tested the total time including the I/O, prefetching and render-
ing times on 3d_ball dataset with 4096 blocks. Figure 3.13 compares the results of three
methods with different view direction changes on a random camera path. In our method,
the total time is equal to the summation of the I/O time, and the maximum of the prefetch-
ing time and the rendering time. This is because the prefetching time using our optimized
method can be overlapped by the rendering time for the most cases. Using FIFO or LRU,
the total time is equal to the summation of the I/O time and the rendering time.
In Figure 3.13 (a), the ratio between the fast memory size and the slow memory size is
0.5. When the view direction changes within 10 degrees, our total time can be decreased
up to 12% than the LRU method and 25% than the FIFO method. However, our total time
appears longer when the view direction change are larger than 10 degrees. This is because
the replaced blocks increase with respect to larger view direction changes. Given a limited
fast memory size, more predicted visible blocks may not be held in the cache. In this case,
the prefetching time is longer for loading missed predicted visible blocks.
To tackle this situation, we can enlarge the cache size. Figure 3.13 (b) shows the la-
tency results when we set up the ratio between the fast memory size and the slow memory
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Figure 3.13: The total I/O and prefetching time with different ratios of cache size over 400
camera positions using FIFO, LRU, and our optimized method.
size is 0.7. In this setting, more predicted visible blocks can be held in the cache. Our
method achieves the lowest total time even when the view direction changes are within
10-15 degrees, and the speedup is 8.6% to LRU method and 19.7% to FIFO method.
3.6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we characterize data access patterns in interactive large-scale scientific visu-
alization. The unique features of our solution are to model the similarity of data access in
a 3D visualization space and to leverage the data importance derived from domain knowl-
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edge. Therefore, our solution can achieve an optimal I/O time even for a user’s random
exploration. In our experimental study, we tested different parameter choices and verified
the effectiveness of our designed models. The performance of our method is superior to the
conventional methods used in visualization.
In the future, we would like to extend our method for parallel data fetching and render-
ing. In particular, we plan to study data partitioning and distribution schemes by leveraging
data importance information. We also will experiment with our method on visualization
with different user interaction techniques, such as virtual reality with head-mounted dis-
plays. These use cases may require a faster interactive response, and impose more chal-
lenging I/O stresses on run-time large-scale data processing.
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4 Legion-based Scientific Data Analytics on Heterogeneous Processors
After having a data access pattern and a data locality principle, we can briefly improve
the performance due to I/O bottleneck for scientific visualization. We hope to conduct our
large-scale data analytics on multiple processors to enhance the performance. However,
it is challenging to efficiently use today’s supercomputers with deep, distributed memory
hierarchies and heterogeneous processing units. We present a study of scientific data an-
alytics on heterogeneous architectures using the Legion runtime system. Legion is a new
programming model and runtime system targeting distributed heterogeneous architectures.
It introduces logical regions as a new abstraction for describing the structures and usages
of program data. We describe how to leverage logical regions to express important prop-
erties of program data, such as locality and independence, for scientific data analytics that
can consist of multiple operations with different data types. Our approach can help users
simplify programming on the data partition, data organization, and data movement for
distributed-memory heterogeneous architectures, thereby facilitating a simultaneous exe-
cution of multiple analytics operations on modern and future supercomputers. We demon-
strate the scalability and the usability of our approach by a hybrid data partitioning and
distribution scheme for different data types using both CPUs and GPUs on a heterogeneous
system.
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4.1 Introduction
The high computational expense of large-scale scientific applications has stimulated the
advance of supercomputing systems over the last few decades. Through parallelism, higher
performance and throughput have been achieved to enable scientists to simulate complex
physical and chemical phenomena at an unprecedented scale. However, few frameworks
have been established to allow effective analysis of large-scale scientific simulation data on
modern parallel architectures that use both heterogeneous processors and deep, complex
memory hierarchies. Besides the problem of division and assignment of computation in
parallel programming, one of the most difficult issues may be the placement and movement
of data, especially in heterogeneous, distributed machines with deep memory hierarchies.
First, communication costs are a critical issue for parallel system and software design-
ers to consider. The selection of a parallel algorithm has a major impact on communication
requirements between compute nodes. In practice, a scientific analytics workflow typ-
ically consists of multiple operations that intrinsically incur different communication or
data movement requirements between compute nodes.
Second, the latest supercomputers are increasing complex and often are composed of
deep, distributed memory hierarchies and heterogeneous processing units [5]. With an in-
creasingly demand on suitable analytics capabilities to explore large data at high interactiv-
ity and fidelity, we hope to make use of all processing units on supercomputers. However,
having the data organized correctly within the machine is becoming even more difficult. In
a scientific data analytics circumstance, we may need to partition data on a 2D image space
for visualization or on a 3D object space for statistical analysis. An appropriate organiza-
tion of the data on a complex heterogeneous memory hierarchy becomes a big challenge
and has a significant impact on the performance and scalability of an analytics workflow.
Although many techniques have been proposed to tackle the heterogeneity of super-
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computers, most efforts have focused on the improvement of the scalability of specific
techniques, while the usability has not been fully investigated. When using these tech-
niques, programmers may still be required to explicitly address complex data partitioning
and distribution across heterogeneous processors. Therefore, it is often a non-trivial task to
apply these techniques to build an analytics workflow in practice. Legion is a programming
model and runtime system for describing hierarchical organizations of both data and com-
putation at an abstract level [4]. Unlike other programming systems where these properties
are managed by programmers, Legion provides abstractions for programmers to explicitly
declare properties of program data including organization, partitioning, privileges, and co-
herence. Furthermore, Legion can implicitly extract parallelism and issue the necessary
data movement operations in accordance with the application-specified data properties,
thereby removing a significant burden from programmers [74]. A separate mapping inter-
face allows programmers to control how data and computation are placed onto the actual
memories and processors of a specific machine.
In this chapter, we investigate the feasibility of using Legion to perform analytics for
large-scale scientific data on heterogeneous processors. We implement a parallel scientific
data analytics framework running on both GPUs and CPUs architectures using the Legion
runtime system. We describe the mechanism of expressing data locality and independence
provided by logical regions in the Legion programming model. Our solution makes it easy
for users to implement a complex analytics workflow consisting of multiple operations
with different data types, but ignores the data management details (e.g., data partitioning
and distribution, data communication, etc.). We illustrate this framework using several
representative analytics operations, and present the experimental results on a heterogeneous
supercomputer.
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4.2 Related Work
4.2.1 Parallel Computer Memory Architectures
There are three memory architectures commonly used in parallel computing: shared mem-
ory, distributed memory and hybrid distributed-shared memory [37]. Shared memory paral-
lel programming models are commonly based on threads that have both private and shared
variables (e.g., OpenMP [22]). In a distributed memory system, each processor only ac-
cesses limited memory. Message Passing Interface (MPI) is often used to exchange data
among processors through communications. Data transfer usually requires cooperative op-
erations to be performed by each processor [26].
The largest and fastest computers in the world today employ both shared and distributed
memory architectures [56]. Typically, memory is shared among multiple cores and/or
graphics processing unit (GPU) within a node, while multiple nodes are inter-connected via
networking. Current trends seem to indicate that this memory architecture will continue to
prevail and increase at the high end of computing for the foreseeable future. Hybrid mem-
ory system combines the advantages of shared memory and distributed memory systems,
but also significantly increases programming complexity.
4.2.2 Modern Parallel Languages
Most modern parallel languages have mainly focused on providing language-based ap-
proaches to specify concurrency and data distributions. The most seminal works are X10 [16],
Chapel [13], Fortress [2] and Sequoia [27]. X10 is an Asynchronous Partitioned Global Ad-
dress Space (APGAS) language featuring task parallelism and locality control by the usage
of places [15, 16]. Chapel is an emerging programming language designed for productive
parallel computing at scale [13]. Chapel’s locale type enables users to specify and reason
about the placement of data and tasks on a target architecture in order to tune for locality
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and affinity. Sequoia gives a programmer explicit control over data locality and commu-
nication for programming machines with multi-level memory hierarchies. It abstractly ex-
poses hierarchical memory in the programming model and provides language mechanisms
to describe communication vertically through the machine and to localize computation to
particular memory locations within it [27].
Another programming system that makes use of an explicit mapping interface is the
Halide language and compiler [61] for describing and optimizing image processing pipelines.
Halide programs express operations that are performed on two-dimensional images and the
Halide compiler optimizes the implementation of these pipelines for different architectures.
4.2.3 Scientific Data Analytics
Researchers have developed scalable solutions for individual analytics operations, such as
rendering [17, 51, 57], querying [14, 18, 31, 64], and so on. However, in practice, a scien-
tific data analytics workflow can consist of multiple operations, which requires researchers
to holistically address different data management requirements for different operations.
Bennett et al. [7] presented a combined in-situ and in-transit framework to support multi-
ple large-scale scientific analytics operations (e.g., visualization, statistics, and topological
analysis). Sun et al. [69] used application knowledge to adaptively place data for staging-
based coupled scientific workflows. Although the effectiveness of these approaches has
been demonstrated with real-world large-scale applications, they were mainly developed
for conventional distributed CPU-based architectures.
Researchers have also developed techniques for optimizing data processing on hetero-
geneous systems. For example, Wu et al. [79] presented pipeline frameworks to execute
different operations on heterogeneous cloud computing environments. Pérez et al. [59]
developed an OpenCL-based library to simply programming and load balancing of data
parallel applications on heterogeneous systems. Breß et al. [10] used a hardware-oblivious
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data processing engine to optimize the operator placement in a heterogeneous hardware
environment. However, these techniques targeted comparably small scale systems, and
cannot be directly applied on large heterogeneous supercomputers.
4.3 The Legion Programming Model
Today’s machines often have more than one type of processors (e.g., CPUs and GPUs)
and future architectures will likely have specialized accelerators. Legion is a programming
model and runtime system designed for decoupling the specification of parallel algorithms
on distributed heterogeneous architectures [4].
Legion manages heterogeneity by allowing code to be re-targeted to different types
of processors. Because running on the target class of machines requires distributing both
computation and data, Legion presents the abstraction of logical regions for describing the
structure of program data. Logical regions allow programmers to express both locality in
data structures and independence between tasks that use disjoint logical regions. Given the
knowledge of both the structures of tasks and data within the program, Legion can assist a
programmer in solving the common programming burdens:
• Discovering/verifying the correctness of parallel execution: It is often difficult to deter-
mine when two tasks can run in parallel without a data race. Legion provides mecha-
nisms to construct both implicit and explicit parallel task launches. For implicit con-
structs, Legion can automatically discover parallelism. For explicit constructs, Legion
can notify the programmer if there are potential data races between tasks intended to run
in parallel.
• Managing communication: When Legion determines that there are data dependencies
between two tasks executed in different locations, Legion can automatically insert the
necessary data copies and apply the necessary constraints so the second task will not run
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until its data is available.
The Legion programming model is designed to abstract computations and makes them
portable across many different potential architectures [4]. The challenge is to make it easy
to map the abstracted computation of the program onto actual architectures. At a high level,
mapping a Legion program requires two kinds of decisions:
• For each task, select a processor on which to run the task.
• For each logical region, a task needs to select a memory in which to create and use a
physical instance of the logical region.
To facilitate this process, Legion introduces a novel runtime mapping interface [5]. The
mapping API can be used to specify on which processor each task will run. This allows
the programmer to manage heterogeneity by explicitly running tasks on the best suitable
processor. Furthermore, for each logical region required by a task, the mapping API allows
the programmer to specify where the physical data for that logical region should be placed
in the memory hierarchy. The runtime then handles all the copies necessary for moving
data in the memory hierarchy. The mapping API is crucial to making Legion programs
portable.
4.4 Parallel Scientific Data Analytics Framework using Legion
When writing applications for distributed-memory parallel architectures, users must par-
tition their data to enable parallel execution. As memory hierarchies become deeper, the
latest supercomputers are now composed of heterogeneous processors and have multiple
levels of memory, most of which are explicitly managed by software [3]. Thus, it is in-
creasingly necessary for users to partition the data hierarchically. However, most current
parallel programming languages perform this hierarchical partitioning statically, which ex-
cludes many important applications where the partitioning is data dependent and it must
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be computed dynamically. It is desired that users can be provided with a simplified data
management, and do not need to handle the data duplication and partition problem. To this
end, we present a parallel framework to illustrate how we can express computations with
dynamically determined relationships between computations and data partitions based on
the Legion programming language.
4.4.1 Mapper Interface
The goal of our parallel framework is to optimize computation performance by assigning
operations to CPUs and GPUs heterogeneous processors and allowing them to work simul-
taneously. To achieve this goal, we design a custom mapper based on Legion’s mapper
interface to map operations onto target hardware and specify which memories are used
to host the physical instances of the logical regions requested by such operations. Fig-
ure 4.1 shows the mapper interface in our framework where we assign a set of operations
to different CPU and GPU subsets. We denote an operation set as OP = {op1, ...,opv},
a CPU set as CPU = {cpu1, ...,cpum}, and a GPU set as GPU = {gpu1, ...,gpun}, where
|OP|= v, |CPU |= m and |GPU |= n denote the numbers of operations, CPUs, and GPUs
respectively. We determine the assignment between processor types and operations using
Legion’s mapper interface. An operation opi is assigned to CPUsi and GPUsi processed
simultaneously, where CPUsi ⊆CPU and GPUsi ⊆ GPU are the subsets of CPU and GPU
respectively.
Figure 4.1: A custom mapper based on Legion’s mapper interface in our framework to
assign operations among CPUs and GPUs.
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4.4.2 Region Construction and Task Scheduling
Figure 4.2: Data partition and subregion assignment among the processors.
As we hope an operation opi can be processed by CPUs and GPUs simultaneously, we
divide it into two independent operations and assign them to a subset of CPUs and GPUs
respectively: opci that is assigned to the CPU subset CPUsi, and opgi that is assigned to the
GPU subset GPUsi. After determining the assignment between an operation and a processor
type, we need to partition the data associated with each operation in order to parallelize the
operation on multiple instances of the assigned processor types.
For a general process of a parallel framework, we divide the input data into two por-
tions: One portion is processed by opci on CPUs and another portion is processed by opgi
on GPUs. The partition ratio r between the data on CPUs and GPUs is assigned by users.
We further divide each portion into a set of uniform blocks, and each processor is respon-
sible for processing one block. We express one partition using one logical region. Con-
ceptually, a logical region can be expressed as a 2D table. The row entries in the logical
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region are defined as index space, which can be considered as the key of the logical region.
The column entries in the logical region are defined as field space. Each field is defined by
a pair of values: a unique name for the field (usually an integer) and the type of the field.
Figure 4.2 shows the main steps of the process of our framework to make an operation opi
processed on heterogeneous processors:
1. We construct an index space of the logical region for the input data of each operation.
2. We construct a field space for the logical region. We allocate the field space for each
portion of data.
3. We create a logical region using the index space and the field space defined in the pre-
vious two steps.
4. We create a corresponding physical region to hold the physical instances (i.e., the real
values for the input data).
5. We use coloring to partition a logical region. We denote the partitions of a logical
region as logical partition= {l p1, ..., l pp}, where |logical partition|= p is the number
of the logical partitions. Colorings are objects that describe an intended partition of an
index space. Technically, a coloring is a map from colors to sets of points in an index
space. For structured index spaces, colorings are maps from colors to Cartesian groups
of points.
6. We execute operations on GPUs and CPUs according to the previous mapper interface
we designed. We provide parallel CPU and GPU codes to make our program portable to
different architectures. First, we need to define an enumeration for storing the IDs that
we will direct the Legion runtime to associate with each operation. Second, we register
operations with the Legion runtime.
Listing 4.1 shows the code to register tasks on CPUs and GPUs. In Line 6, the proces-
sor kind decides the operation run on latency-optimized cores (i.e., CPUs) or throughput-
optimized cores (i.e., GPUs), the boolean single means that the operation can be performed
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as an individual operation, and the index allows the operation be preformed as an index
space operation. We register opgi on GPUs and register opci on CPUs (Lines 8 and 9). We
import the TaskHelper namespace into the current program helping operation registra-
tion and dispatch using templates. The register_cpu_variants and
register_gpu_variants are used to register either the CPU-only or GPU-only vari-
ants of operations respectively. The dispatch_task function is used to launch tasks.
Legion also provides FutureMap types as a mechanism for managing the many return
values that are returned from an index space task launch. FutureMap objects store a
future value for every point in the index space task launch. Since opgi and opci are inde-
pendent with each other, we can dispatch them simultaneously, and obtain the two return
values f mgi and f mci (Lines 15 and 16). We use fm_gi.wait_all_results() and
fm_gi.wait_all_results() to wait for all given operations to complete.
Listing 4.1: Registering tasks in the main function
1 int main(int argc,char∗ argv[]){
2 HighLevelRuntime::set_top_level_task_id
3 (TOP_LEVEL_TASK_ID);
4 HighLevelRuntime::register_legion_task<top_level_task>
5 (TOP_LEVEL_TASK_ID,
6 Processor::LOC_PROC, true/∗single∗/, false/∗index∗/,
7 AUTO_GENERATE_ID, TaskConfigOptions(), "top_level");
8 TaskHelper::register_gpu_variants<op_gi>();
9 TaskHelper::register_cpu_variants<op_ci>();
10 }
11 //TaskHelper namespace
12 namespace TaskHelper {
13 template<typename T>
14 FutureMap dispatch_task(T &launcher, Context ctx, HighLevelRuntime ∗runtime){
15 FutureMap fm = runtime−>execute_index_space(ctx, launcher);
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16 return fm;
17 }
18 //CPU implementation of the operation
19 template<typename T>
20 void base_cpu_wrapper(const Task ∗task,
21 const std::vector<PhysicalRegion> &regions,
22 Context ctx, HighLevelRuntime ∗runtime){
23 T::cpu_base_impl(task, task−>local_args, regions, ctx, runtime);
24 }
25 //GPU implementation of the operation
26 template<typename T>
27 void base_gpu_wrapper(const Task ∗task,
28 const std::vector<PhysicalRegion> &regions,
29 T::gpu_base_impl(task, task−>local_args, regions, ctx, runtime);
30 }
31 //register tasks on CPUs
32 template<typename T>
33 void register_cpu_variants(void){
34 HighLevelRuntime::register_legion_task<base_cpu_wrapper<T> >(T::TASK_ID,
Processor::LOC_PROC, false/∗single∗/, true/∗index∗/, CPU_LEAF_VARIANT,
TaskConfigOptions(T::CPU_BASE_LEAF), T::TASK_NAME);
35 }
36 //register tasks on GPUs
37 template<typename T>
38 void register_gpu_variants(void){
39 HighLevelRuntime::register_legion_task<base_gpu_wrapper<T> >(T::TASK_ID,
Processor::TOC_PROC, false/∗single∗/, true/∗index∗/, GPU_LEAF_VARIANT,
TaskConfigOptions(T::GPU_BASE_LEAF), T::TASK_NAME);
40 }
41 };
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4.5 Examples
Our framework allows us to easily configure and execute multiple operations simultane-
ously on CPUs and GPUs. We show the detailed design by examples of a few but represen-
tative analytics operations, including entropy analysis and parallel volume rendering, on
scientific volume data.
Entropy has been used to measure the information content of a variable [76]. Given a
discrete random variable X and a probability mass function p(x), x ∈ X , the entropy of X
can be obtained as:
H(X) =−∑
x∈X
p(x) log p(x), (4.1)
where p(x) ∈ [0,1], −∑x∈X p(x) = 1.0, and − log p(x) denotes the information associated
with a single occurrence of x. For a scientific volume dataset, we partition it into a set of
blocks, and compute entropy for each block to quantify the distribution of its variables. A
data block with a higher value of H(X) has more information.
Parallel volume rendering offers a viable solution to the large data visualization prob-
lem by distributing both data and rendering computations among multiple processing units.
Parallel rendering algorithms, regardless of hardware architecture, consist of three cate-
gories first proposed by Molnar [54], named sort-first, sort-middle and sort-last, depending
on how the volume data is sorted from object space to screen space.
In sort-first and sort-middle algorithms, each processor is assigned a sub-image space
and is responsible for rendering partial volume data that lies in its assigned image space.
During viewpoint changes, either some of the volume data must be transferred among
processors or the data must be replicated on all processors. By comparison, in sort-last
algorithms, each processor only needs to hold a fraction of the volume data that never
needs to be transferred between processors, thereby avoiding communication during local
rendering. However, an image compositing process is needed to combine all local par-
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tial images into a final image, which requires inter-processor communication. Stompel et
al. [65] surveyed the methods for sort-last compositing and Cavin et al. [12] analyzed the
relative theoretical performance of these methods. These overviews show that compositing
algorithms usually fall into one of two categories: the direct-send based methods [35, 55]
and the tree based methods [52].
With increasingly complex datasets, domain scientists often need to conduct detailed
data analysis while perceiving volume rendering. In our examples, we add entropy analysis
to show the process of assigning multiple operations using our framework.
4.5.1 Sort-last Parallel Volume Rendering with Entropy Analysis
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.3: Two different assignments of ray casting, entropy analysis, and image com-
positing among CPUs and GPUs.
In the sort-last parallel volume rendering algorithm, we first partition a volume data among
compute nodes. Each compute node renders its local volume data using the ray casting
method. Then, parallel image compositing is conducted to blend all partial images into a
final image. We also perform entropy analysis using a block-based partitioning.
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4.5.1.1 Mapper Interface
Local ray casting and parallel image compositing are the two main operations of the sort-
last algorithm. Entropy computation is another operation for data analysis that can be
independent as sort-last rendering. Given a set of CPUs and GPUs, we determine the
assignment between processor types and operations using Legion’s mapper interface. Fig-
ure 4.3 shows two examples in that we can assign the ray casting operation either to the
GPUs or to the GPUs and a part of CPUs, and assign the entropy operation and the image
compositing operation to the CPUs, given the relatively higher cost of ray casting.
The primary purpose of the Legion mapper is to decide how operations are assigned to
processors and which memories are used to host the physical instances of the logical regions
requested by the operations. We first define a mapper interface RayMapper derived from
the default mapper of Legion. We override the map_task method of the mapper to create
a ranking of memories in which we attempt to place physical instances for each region
requirement of an operation, and provide the mapper the flexibility to specify which data
should be placed close to the processors and which data can be left further away. To aid
the mapper in decision making, the Legion runtime also provides the information for each
region requirement about the available physical instances as well as which fields are already
valid for these physical instances.
In our sort-last volume rendering, the ray casting operation is performed on GPUs and
requires the memories for the input volume data and the output image. We select the GPU
framebuffer memory for the volume data that is close to GPU, and select the zero-copy
memory for the image data that will be accessed by both GPUs and CPUs. The zero-copy
memory in Legion is the memory mapped to both GPU’s address space and CPU’s system
memory (i.e., DRAM), and thereby is accessible by both GPUs and CPUs on the same
node. The image compositing operation is performed on CPUs, and we select DRAM for
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the image data. We also select DRAM for the entropy operation.
4.5.1.2 Region Construction and Task Scheduling
After determining the assignment between an operation and a processor type, we need
to partition the data associated with the operation in order to parallelize the operation on
multiple instances of the assigned processor type.
Figure 4.4: A sort-last parallel rendering process using legion.
We divide the 3D volume into a set of uniform 3D blocks, and each processor is respon-
sible for rendering one block. In addition, we do not divide the 2D image. We express the
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volume partition using one logical region. We illustrate the whole process based on Legion
in Figure 4.4.
In the first step, as shown in Figure 4.4, we construct the index space of the logi-
cal region for the volume and the 2D image. We create a 3D volume from (0, 0, 0) to
(vol_Width-1, vol_Height-1, vol_Depth-1) for the volume and create a 2D
rectangle from (0, 0) to (img_Width-1, img_Height-1) for the 2D image, where
vol_Width, vol_Height, and vol_Depth denote the size of the 3D volume while
img_Width and img_Height represent the size of a 2D image. Then, we create the
index space vol_index_space for the 3D volume and img_index_space for the
2D image from the Legion runtime and context. We note that we use the Legion structured
index space because it is more suitable for dense keys such as Cartesian grids. Legion also
provides unstructured index space for more generic partitioning.
In the second step, we construct the field space of the logical region. In volume render-
ing, the data type of each image pixel is a 4-tuple of float data (i.e., an RGBA color),
while the data type of the 3D volume data is float. Here, we allocate the field space
img_filed_space for the partial images and one final image, as well as the field space
vol_field_space for a volume data.
In the third step, we construct the logical region using the index space and the field
space defined in the previous two steps. Each volume (image) logical partition consists
of an index LogicalPartitionID, the start position Start, and the offset Offset
within the whole volume (image).
In the fourth step, we create two physical regions to hold the physical instances (i.e.,
the real values in the volume data and 2D image). Specifically, we first create two requests
for physical regions of the 2D image and the 3D volume with READ_WRITE privileges
and EXCLUSIVE coherence, and then we add the fields created in the second step.
In the fifth step, we create the partitions in the logical regions using coloring. We di-
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vide a 3D volume into a set of uniform 3D blocks, and use a DomainColoring object
to record our coloring. The return value is an IndexPartition object that is the handle
to the partitioned volume index space. We also generate an array of subregions of the vol-
ume data. For each subregion, the get_logical_subregion_by_color function
of Legion helps us associate a color space domain with each index sub-space we wish to
make.
In the sixth step, we provide both parallel GPU and CPU rendering code to make our
program portable to different architectures. In this example, we register our ray casting
operation on GPUs or GPUs and CPUs, and register the image compositing and the entropy
analysis only on CPUs, as shown in the Tasks table in Figure 4.4. Then, we execute the
operations on the processing units according to the mapper interface we designed. As
shown in Figure 4.4, the mapper assigns each logical partition to the corresponding tasks.
Our design pattern in Legion is to employ C++ classes to encapsulate the Legion op-
erations. Instances of the class will describe launcher objects for launching operations,
while static members functions will be used to give the many variant implementations of
the operations.
4.5.1.3 Region Construction and Task Scheduling for Image Compositing
The final step in sort-last parallel rendering is to blend all partial images into a final image.
In our design, we partition the 2D image index space into uniform 2D grids, and each CPU
node is responsible for computing the blended color of an image partition separately and
efficiently by direct-send parallel image compositing method, and writing the results to
the final image’s physical region. The underneath communication in image compositing
traditionally is a challenging task to be tackled [65], which is handled by Legion in our
solution.
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4.5.2 Sort-first Parallel Volume Rendering
Recall from the sort-first algorithm, we divide the 2D image into uniform 2D grids, and
each processor is responsible for the rendering of an image partition. In addition, we do
not divide the 3D volume data (i.e., only one partition), and assume that it can be accessed
by each processor via shared memory. Although the data partitioning and distribution
requirements are significantly different between the sort-last and sort-first algorithms, we
can also easily implement the sort-first algorithm in our framework.
4.5.2.1 Mapper Interface
In sort-first parallel rendering, we do not need image compositing, and ray casting is the
only one task. We assign the ray casting task to GPUs using Legion’s mapper interface.
4.5.2.2 Region Construction and Task Scheduling
In the first step, we construct the same index space as in the first step of sort-last parallel
rendering. However, in the second step, the constructions of the field spaces regions for the
image and the volume are much easier than the sort-last algorithm. This is because we need
only one field space for a 2D image and another field space for a 3D volume, partition this
2D image into even grids, and distribute each grid on a node to execute volume rendering
in sort-first parallel rendering. In the third step, we use the same method in the third step of
sort-last parallel rendering to construct the logical regions for a 2D image and a 3D volume.
After we defined logical regions, we create physical regions for the 2D image and the 3D
volume in the fourth step, which is similar to sort-last parallel rendering.
In the fifth step, we create the partitions in the 2D image logical region using coloring.
We divide a 2D image into a set of uniform 2D regions. As the same method using in the
sort-last algorithm, we use a DomainColoring object to record our coloring. The return
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value is two IndexPartition objects that are the handles to the image and volume
index spaces. For each subregion get_logical_subregion_by_color function
helps us associate a color space domain with each index sub-space in the 2D image.
The last step is to execute ray casting sort-first parallel rendering on GPUs according
to the setting in the mapper interface. We use almost the same main function of sort-last
parallel rendering to register tasks, and register another image producing task.
4.5.3 Discussion
The sort-first and sort-last algorithms have considerable differences on data partitioning
and distribution requirements [54], and their implementations are often diverse in existing
work. Our framework can implement them in a similar manner. In addition, it is easy to add
other operations (e.g., entropy analysis) with completely different data requirements in our
framework. This shows that our solution provides a simple and feasible way to incorporate
different operations in a unified framework using logical regions.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.5: (a): the time breakdown of sort-first parallel volume rendering for a different
number of nodes. (b): the data partition time. (c): the rendering time. (d): the data
movement time. The output image resolutions are 10242 and 20482, respectively.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.6: (a): the time breakdown of sort-last parallel volume rendering for a different
number of nodes. (b): the data partition time. (c): the rendering time. (d): the image
compositing time. The output image resolutions are 10242 and 20482, respectively.
4.6 Experiments and Results
We present our experimental results on Titan, a Cray XK7 supercomputer located at the
Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility. Each node of Titan contains one 16-core AMD
Opteron CPU and a NVIDIA Tesla K20 GPU.
We first tested our sort-first and sort-last parallel rendering implementations, and con-
ducted scalability comparisons using a combustion dataset with the resolution of 1600×1372×430.
We tested between 1 to 256 processors with two output image resolutions of 10242 and
20482. We compared the algorithms in the worst case, where all pixel data are considered
for rendering and compositing and where we did not implement any optimization tech-
niques.
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Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the overview time breakdown, data partition time, rendering
time, and data movement time on a different total number of nodes for sort-first rendering
and sort-last rendering, respectively. In sort-first rendering, the rendering times are reduced
as the increase in the number of nodes. This is because the more number of nodes sharing
the work, the smaller number of rays would be cast into the volume, which contributes to
less workload on each node. However, data movement times are relatively high as the in-
crease in the number of nodes. By comparison, in sort-last volume rendering, the rendering
times are also dramatically decreased with the increase of the number of nodes, but we do
not need to pay the cost of data movement. We used the parallel direct send method to real-
ize image compositing task and obtained ideal image compositing time here. We achieved
the scalable rendering performance for both algorithms.
Figure 4.7: The rendering time and data movement time of sort-first rendering for 64 nodes
from multiple view angles. The output image resolution is 10242.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: The time results of sort-first (a) and sort-last (b) parallel rendering on any
number of nodes from 1 to 256. The output image resolution is 10242.
From Figure 4.5 (b) and Figure 4.6 (b), we found that data partition in our experiment
is relatively slow. There are two reasons leading to this cost. First, creating index space and
field space and the data partition are processed in the top level task which only processed
on one CPU. Second, Legion has not provided parallel file read functions yet, but treated
them as just another kind of physical instance in a “disk” memory. Only “attach” and
“detach” operations for files are provided for HDF5 files thus far. However, we note that
data partition is only a one-time cost for interactive rendering.
Figure 4.7 shows interactive rendering time and data movement time of sort-first par-
allel rendering for 64 nodes. The output image resolution is 10242. There are total seven
interaction steps (i.e., seven view angles), and in Figure 4.7 we only attached four output
images derived from the steps 1, 3, 5, and 7, respectively. As shown in Figure 4.7, the
rendering time is relatively stable with the range from 0.56 to 0.9 seconds. The data move-
ment time during the first five steps is decreased and increased in the last two steps. This is
because we changed larger view angles during the final two steps than the previous ones.
Figure 4.8 shows the rendering time results of sort-first and sort-last parallel rendering
on any number of nodes from 1 to 256. The output image resolution is 10242. As shown
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in the image (a), the rendering time is imbalanced, and a few of nodes are idle. The reason
is that we did not use any optimized image partition method here, and only distribute one
image brick to each node to process, so a few of nodes render the occluded area in the
2D image. By comparison, as shown in the image (b), the rendering times of sort-last on
each node are nearly balanced, because we evenly partition the workload into small volume
cubes and distribute each one to one node.
In general, sort-last rendering can achieve more scalable performance, and sort-first
rendering inherently requires data movement [54]. Without conducting any special op-
timization and tackling physical data management, our framework can easily implement
these two renderings and achieve the expected performance results based on logical re-
gions.
Figure 4.9: The time results of ray casting and entropy analysis with various ratios on
allocation. The output image resolution is 10242.
As discussed in Section 4.5.1 and shown in Figure 4.3, we can assign different oper-
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ations (e.g., ray casting, image compositing, and entropy analysis) among different CPUs
and GPUs. In this way, we can maximize the usage of all computing units. For the tasks
assigned to the same type of processor, Legion employs the work stealing strategy to bal-
ance workload among the processors [4]. In our test with 16 computing nodes and sort-last
rendering, we assigned entropy analysis to CPUs, and assigned 5% of ray casting workload
to CPUs and 95% to GPUs. With Legion’s default work stealing scheduling, the CPU ray
casting time is 1.347 seconds, the CPU entropy time is 0.936 seconds, and the GPU ray
casting time is 2.833 seconds. The principle is to partition the data into small blocks and
the number of partition is much larger than the current processors, so that the idle proces-
sors can steal the jobs. Here, we partition the data for the CPU ray casting into 1280 blocks,
and the data for entropy analysis into 1280 blocks. In this case, the image compositing time
and the data access time will be increased, but the overhead is negligible.
Alternatively, we can manually assign the ratio of the number of CPU cores on each
node for ray casting and entropy analysis. Given that each node has a 16-core CPU, we
tested different ratios as shown in Figure 4.9. We can see that when both ray casting and
entropy analysis use 8 cores, we gained the lowest time results that are close to the ones of
the default work-stealing scheduling. This shows that we can obtain optimal performance
for multiple operations on heterogeneous processors using the built-in scheduler without
exhaust tuning, which is particularly useful for dynamic operations.
4.7 Conclusions and Future Work
We present a study for conducting scientific data analytics on distributed heterogeneous ar-
chitectures by leveraging the Legion programming model and runtime system. We consider
both scalability and useability in our design, and show that our framework can facilitate the
implementation and execution of complex analytics operations with completely different
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data partitioning and distribution requirements in a nearly unified manner. Furthermore,
our framework can perform these operations across CPUs and GPUs and balance workload
by automatic or manual scheduling strategies. With our framework, users can focus on
scientific applications, rather than the cumbersome data management on massive hetero-
geneous processors. In the future, we will build pipelines among different operations. For
example, we may use entropy analysis to capture data regions with more information and
guide other analytics. We will also integrate our analytics framework with scientific simu-
lations, and explore the feasibility to enhance end-to-end scientific discovery workflows.
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5 Visual Analytics with Unparalleled Variety Scaling for Big Earth Data
One of the greatest challenges for today’s Earth Science research community is the effi-
cient analysis and visualization of Big Earth Data represented in different data models.
Traditionally, Earth Science data are packed into files for archival and distribution and then
the metadata of the datasets and files are cataloged into the databases managed by rela-
tional database management system (RDBMSs). It is hard for scientists to manipulate the
data directly, let alone to realize real-time visual analytics and interact the large-scale data
sets. To this end, we have devised and implemented a key technology, SpatioTemporal
Adaptive-Resolution Encoding (STARE), in an array database management system, i.e.
SciDB, to achieve unparalleled variety scaling for Big Earth Data, enabling rapid-response
visual analytics. STARE not only serves as a unifying data representation homogeniz-
ing diverse varieties of Earth Science (ES) datasets, but also supports spatiotemporal data
placement alignment of these datasets to optimize a major class of ES data analyses, i.e.
those requiring spatiotemporal coincidence. With STARE, rapid-response visual analytics
are made possible through a high-level query interface, allowing geoscientists to perform
data exploration visually, intuitively and interactively. We envision a system based on these
innovations to relieve geoscientists of most laborious data management chores so that they
may focus better on scientific issues and investigations. A significant boost in scientific
productivity may thus be expected. We demonstrate these advantages with a prototypical
system including comparisons to alternatives.
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5.1 Introduction
Earth Science data obtained from diverse sources have been routinely leveraged by sci-
entists to study various phenomena. The principal data sources include observations and
model simulation outputs. These data are characterized by spatiotemporal heterogeneity
originating from different instrument design specifications and/or computational model re-
quirements that are preserved in data generation processes. Such inherent heterogeneity
poses several challenges in exploring and analyzing geoscience data. First, scientists often
wish to identify features or patterns co-located among multiple data sources to derive and
validate hypotheses. Heterogeneous data make it a tedious task to look for such features in
dissimilar datasets. Second, Earth Science data are multivariate. It is challenging to tackle
the high dimensionality of Earth Science data and explore relationships among multiple
variables in a scalable fashion. Third, there is a shortage of lucidity in traditional auto-
mated approaches, such as feature detection or clustering, in that scientists often cannot
adeptly interact with data during analysis and intuitively interpret results.
To address these issues, we present a new scalable approach that can assist scientists in
analyzing voluminous and diverse geoscience data. The major contributions of our scalable
visual analytics framework are:
• SpatioTemporal Adaptive-Resolution Encoding (STARE). We have implemented STARE
as the basis of a unified data model and an indexing scheme for geo-spatiotemporal
data to address the variety challenge of Big Data in Earth Science. With the general-
ity of unifying at least the three popular geospatial data models, i.e. Grid, Swath, and
Point, used by current Earth Science data products, data preparation time for inter-
active analysis of diverse datasets can be drastically reduced, achieving unparalleled
variety scaling.
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• Integration of STARE in an array database to facilitate spatiotemporal data place-
ment alignment. We have applied STARE to extending the capabilities of the ar-
ray database SciDB. We have been developing an application programming interface
(API) and software library, on which we have built useful database tools such as those
for data ingest, processing, and visualization. We have exploited the data placement
strategy tailored to STARE and data access patterns in a distributed environment.
With these STARE-enabled tools, we can scalably co-locate data spatiotemporally
by sending data chunks directly to the correct nodes, avoiding costly data transfer
and repartitioning and ensuring scalable performance.
• A visual analytics prototype. We have constructed a high-level graphical query in-
terface that allows users to easily express customized queries to search for features
of interest across multiple heterogeneous datasets. For identified features, we have
developed a visualization interface that enables interactive exploration and analyt-
ics in a linked-view fashion. Specific visualization techniques are employed in each
view to facilitate easy and interactive exploration into various aspects of identified
features. Linked views are refreshed according to user interactions in any individual
view. In such a manner, a user can interactively and iteratively build insight into the
data through a variety of intuitive visual analytic operations.
5.2 Background and Motivation
Facing the deluge of ever increasing data volume, there have been many efforts attempting
to address the growing challenge of Earth Science data practice with Big Data technologies.
Three data models generally represent the spatial variety of geoscience data: Grid, Swath,
and Point. These data are typically volumetric, multivariate, and time-varying. Most of the
Big-Data efforts emphasize the volume aspect of the challenge. We, however, have recog-
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Figure 5.1: Three Earth Science data models.
nized variety as the key [62] beyond volume to attaining optimal scientific value. Moreover,
after identifying features and/or regions of interest, scientists often conduct detailed data
analysis and visualization using combinations of queries based on possibly complex func-
tions of the primary variables [80]. Without special care, variety coupled with complex
analysis naturally leads to poor data access patterns impacting data placement and sys-
tem performance. This grand challenge can be illustrated from the disparity between data
placement and data variety.
5.2.1 Data Placement Challenge
Data placement is especially important for technologies in which compute and storage are
tightly coupled such as a database management system (DBMS). However, most exist-
ing frameworks for big data analytics, such as MapReduce [24] and Spark [81], are only
loosely coupled with the storage system (e.g., HDFS [8], Cassandra [44], etc.). Loosely
coupled technologies provide better flexibility or elasticity but suboptimal performance or
efficiency with equivalent resources [25]. For example, Hadoop [78], the open-source ver-
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sion of MapReduce, is simple and worthy of high praise for one-pass computations, but
it is inherently inefficient for multi-pass computations due to the lack of primitives for
sharing intermediate states of the computation among passes and instead sending and re-
trieving intermediate states across a distributed file system. Thus, the communication and
I/O overheads affect the overall performance.
5.2.2 Data Variety Challenge
Researchers have proposed various solutions based on the loosely coupled frameworks
(e.g., Spark and Hadoop) and exploited multiple computer nodes (e.g., a cluster) in a dis-
tributed environment [32, 60, 84, 85]. These solutions are viable to tackle the volume chal-
lenge of Big Earth Data, but mostly are not suitable to address the variety challenge.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the three data models: Grid, Swath, and Point. Grid is shown
in a black grid mesh with fixed latitude and longitude spacing. A simple linear relation
exists between array indices and latitude-longitude geolocation coordinates. Swath retains
a spaceborne instrument’s observation geometry (e.g., cross-track × along-track) for its
Instantaneous Fields of View (IFOV), and no simple relation exists between data array in-
dices and geolocations. Point model is used mostly for in situ observations at irregularly
distributed locations. In contrast to a Grid’s regular relationship between index and geolo-
cation, geolocations of Point and Swath data elements are specified individually.
However, the different data models are specified using different reference frames. Even
datasets of the same data model may have different resolutions resulting in arrays of dif-
ferent shapes. Thus, without a unifying representation, it is difficult, if not impossible,
to spatiotemporally align their partitions when they are placed across cluster nodes. Mis-
aligned arrays must be aligned on-the-fly, a computationally expensive process, before they
can be processed together for integrative analysis, such as conditional subsetting and com-
parison between multiple, dissimilar datasets, and so on. Since most integrative analysis
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requires spatial and/or temporal coincidence, data should be laid out so that data for the
same spatiotemporal partition resides on the same node. Difference in data representations
and array shapes thus gives rise to a formidable challenge during data partitioning to move
the same spatiotemporal subdomain to the same node.
5.3 Our Approach
We aim to enable scalable data storage and analytics by holistically addressing Big Earth
Data issues. We have developed a new indexing scheme, named SpatioTemporal Adaptive-
Resolution Encoding (STARE), to spatiotemporally co-align datasets of the different data
models and with different array shapes. In addition, we exploit the data placement strategy
tailored to STARE and investigate data access patterns in analytics, leading to data parti-
tioning and distribution that are optimized for performance in a distributed environment.
5.3.1 STARE
In our effort to identify the likeliest approach to achieve optimal scientific value when deal-
ing with Big Earth Data, we come to realize that a better indexing scheme for geolocation
is needed and crucial. The primary requirements for such an indexing scheme include:
R1: It needs to support spatiotemporal data placement alignment.
R2: It needs to include resolution information of the underlying data.
The rationale for the first requirement is straightforward. Most integrative analyses
in Earth Science require spatiotemporal coincidence. Data placements aligned spatiotem-
porally ensure the minimization of node-to-node communication on a distributed parallel
database and, as a result, performance optimization. The second requirement ensures set
operations over multiple, diverse datasets for integrative analyses can be carried out ro-
bustly and consistently without sacrificing performance.
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SpatioTemporal Adaptive-Resolution Encoding, STARE, is an innovative outcome sat-
isfying the requirements. It consists of two parts, a spatial component and a temporal
component.
5.3.1.1 Spatial component
Hierarchical triangular mesh (HTM) [43, 71] is a way to address the surface of a sphere
using a hierarchy of spherical triangles. We build on the work of Szalay et al. who de-
veloped the Hierarchical Triangular Mesh (HTM) to index for Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS) [1]. The mesh is generated with the procedure below:
1: Start with an inscribing octahedron (or other platonic) of a sphere. South (north) is
labeled with a 0 (1) using 1 bit, The 4 triangles associated with each half are labeled
0-3 doan2016evaluating taking 2 bits, starting from the triangle nearest the x-axis
proceeding counterclockwise around the sphere as viewed from outside and above
the poles.
2: Bisect each edge of the triangular facets.
3: Bring the bisecting points to inscribe the sphere to form 4 smaller spherical triangles
requiring 2 additional bits for numbering.
4: Repeat from Step 2, until a desired resolution (uncertainty) is reached.
We show the results of HTM evolution within 5 iterations in Figure 5.2. After the initial
octahedron, each iteration is termed a quadfurcation, i.e., division/branching into 4 parts.
An example is illustrated in Figure 5.3. The 2nd child (a grandchild) of the 1st child of the
first (0th) triangle counterclockwise from the x-axis in the northern hemisphere would be
denoted as N012, a level 2 triangle.
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Figure 5.2: HTM evolution within 5 iterations.
Figure 5.3: An example illustrating hierarchical triangular mesh: triangles N0 shown in
red, N01 shown in green, N012 shown in blue, and N0123 shown in yellow.
The spatial component of STARE is a customized variant of the HTM with two dis-
tinctions. First, while right-justified encoding is used for the original HTM indexing, we
choose a left-justified encoding to facilitate spatial data placement alignment. Second, data
resolution is added to the encoding using a few least-significant bits to facilitate set opera-
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tions among diverse datasets.
The conventional HTM implementation had a simple map from symbols to integers in
a Right Justified Mapping (RJM). However, RJM maps points in geometric proximity (e.g.,
in the offspring triangles of the same parent) to multiple, separated locations on the number
line. Thus, implementing set operations (e.g., intersection) under RJM is complicated by
this one-to-many mapping of the geometric points (in triangles) along the number line. For
example, as shown in Figure 5.4, geometrically S0123 (corresponding to the digital value
539 in RJM) contains S01230 (2156 in RJM) but, when mapped to integers, N0123 (795
in RJM) lies in between, even though S0123 and S01230 share the same prefix to the 3rd
level. Thus, mapping HTM regions to contiguous RJM integer intervals holds only within
the same quadfurcation levels, inefficient for our diverse datasets having a range of spatial
resolutions.
S0123 ⇒ 0b1000011011 = 0x21b = 539
N0123 ⇒ 0b1100011011 = 0x31b = 795
S01230 ⇒ 0b100001101100 = 0x86c = 2156
Figure 5.4: RJM encoding example.
Instead of using RJM, we use a Left Justified Mapping (LJM) bit format to encode
HTM. Figure 5.5 shows the corresponding result of our example (using 12-bits for clarity).
S0123 ⇒ 0b100001101100 = 0x86c = 2156
N0123 ⇒ 0b110001101100 = 0x31b = 3180
S01230 ⇒ 0b100001101100 = 0x86c = 2156
Figure 5.5: LJM encoding example.
However, in this case, we have an aliasing problem, e.g., with S0123 and S01230 having
the same number value of 2156. LJM cannot distinguish between levels, because it does
not track how many bits from the left are significant. To address this issue, we sign 64-bit
integers for encoding HTM. Because the maximum resolution level is 27, which indicates
approximate 7cm resolution, we use the rightmost(least significant) 5 bits for the actual
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Table 5.1: Left Justified Mapping of STARE Spatial encoding.
Starting
Bit
Ending
Bit
No.
Bit
Meaning
63 63 1 Reserved (Most Significant)
62 62 1 North-South Bit
60 61 2 Octahedral triangle index (Resolution level 0: ∼10,000 km)
6 59 54 Quadtree triangle index (Resolution levels 1-27: ∼5,000 km to ∼7 cm)
5 5 1 Reserved
0 4 5 Resolution level (Least Significant)
level number. We show the detailed updated HTM encoding in Table 5.1. Figure 5.6 shows
the triangles from our previous example. This encodes the difference between S0123 and
S01230 and integer comparisons and can tell us that the latter is contained in the former.
S0123 ⇒ 0x06c0000000000003
S01230 ⇒ 0x06c0000000000004
N0123 ⇒ 0x46c0000000000003
Figure 5.6: STARE spatial encoding example.
Essentially, STARE’s spatial index is a one-dimensional equivalent way (to the use of
latitude-longitude) of specifying geolocation to a given uncertainty. For example, with
23 quadfurcations, a latitude-longitude coordinate is concisely and uniquely mapped to an
integer with 1-m uncertainty.
5.3.1.2 Temporal component
STARE’s temporal component is also hierarchical but uses conventional date/time units to
avoid unnecessary translations between temporal frameworks. Table 5.2 provides just one
example encoding with a maximum time resolution of milliseconds, common for observa-
tions obtained from spacecraft. As an example, for an observation made on 2015 June 12,
8:10 AM with millisecond resolution, STARE yields
[+] 000-002015-06-3-3 08:0600.000 (07).
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Table 5.2: An example of STARE temporal encoding.
Starting
Bit
Ending
Bit
No.
Bit
Meaning
0 2 3 Resolution/Unit
3 12 10 Millisecond
13 24 12 Second
25 29 5 Hour
30 32 3 Day of week
33 34 2 Week
35 38 4 Month
39 48 10 Year
49 58 10 Kilo-annum
59 62 4 Mega-annum
63 63 1 Before/After
Here, the (07) corresponds to the highest level (finest) resolution available, millisec-
onds, and the [+] signifies positive years. With the Unix-based convention of numbering
months starting at 0 and days at 1, the native STARE format can be read (partly) as the 3rd
day of week 3 of month 6 (the 7th regularized 28-day month). Conversion to an array index
is simple, and alternative encodings may be devised to meet application requirements.
5.3.1.3 Deployment
We use STARE to support our research into the automated analysis of phenomena such as
blizzards as moving objects. We are extending the capabilities of the array database SciDB
and developing tools (database ingest, preprocessing, and visualization) using STARE
through a software library and APIs.
SciDB [67] is a new kind of database designed for both big and diverse data to support
more flexible data management and faster and bigger data analysis. It was created for big
science users in astronomy and high-energy physics. SciDB automatically distributes data
and computational load across an arbitrary number of hardware instances while present-
ing the end user with the experience of a single, unified system [11]. Unlike relational
databases, which store data in flat tables, SciDB stores data in multidimensional arrays.
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Not only do multi-dimensional arrays generally lend themselves well to the representation
of complex scientific data, they also permit the construction of an ever-growing library of
efficient mathematical operators [66].
We have incorporated STARE to SciDB using its UDT and UDF facilities, including a
STARE UDT verifying functions for constructing SciDB indices. We apply STARE-based
SciDB geometric functions on full-scale diverse Earth Science data to automatically iden-
tify spatiotemporally extended weather events, such as blizzards. Tagging Earth Science
data with STARE ranges allows the geometric comparison, co-registration, and selection
of diverse kinds of data via efficient metadata operations.
Doan et al. [25] evaluated the impact of data placement on SciDB and Spark. SciDB
can outperform Spark+HDFS and Spark+Cassandra by a factor of approximately 3-10 for
equivalent integrative analysis, when data placement alignment is exploited. In addition to
its built-in libraries, SciDB may be extended through the use of user-defined types (UDTs),
user-defined functions (UDFs), and user-defined operators (UDOs) which can be dynami-
cally plugged in to extend the platform’s core capabilities.
5.3.2 Data Placement Strategy
Based on our STARE indexing scheme, we study data access patterns in user analytics
operations, and exploit the data placement strategy to effectively partition and distribute
Earth Science data in a distributed environment.
5.3.2.1 Data access patterns
With the advances in computing and visualization techniques, nowadays Earth Science data
is best explored and studied in a visual analytics manner. Visual analytics operations can
be roughly categorized into two types: view-dependent and data-dependent. For view-
dependent operations, users access data by specifying their camera or view positions (e.g.,
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visualizing data within a view port). For data-dependent operations, users access data by
specifying their data of interest (e.g., querying data within a certain range or within a certain
time interval). There two types of operations are often combined in practice. For example,
users can apply visualization techniques to control the visual properties of queried data
variables and find the features or regions of interest.
5.3.2.2 Data partitioning and distribution
In a distributed environment, to achieve workload balance among different processors, a
common practice is to use regular gridding to divide a dataset into uniform blocks and
evenly or randomly assign the blocks among the processors. When the block size is suffi-
ciently small, it is easy to achieve workload balancing, but the overhead (increased book-
keeping due to the large number of blocks) counteracts overall performance.
We can achieve a more sparseness-adaptive assignment by leveraging the spatial local-
ity encoded in a tree structure, such as a linear quadtree [28] or a hierarchical triangular
mesh quadtree [43], when data exhibit unbalanced density. Our STARE indexing scheme
can essentially encode for all geoscience datasets, and naturally result in a unified quadtree
for each time slice. A preorder traversal of the corresponding quadtree leaves is a space-
filling curve which groups spatially nearby triangles together on the spherical surface. This
characteristic can be used for optimizing data layout. If we assign the processors contigu-
ously along the spacing-filling curve for parallel processing, each processor will be respon-
sible for contiguous regions on the surface as shown in Figure 5.7(a). However, users may
only see a part of a region on the earth, and other regions are occluded from certain cam-
era position. Therefore, a contiguous assignment may achieve workload unbalanced and
worst locality. To address this issue, we distribute the triangles among the processors along
the space-filling curve in the round robin fashion as shown in Figure 5.7(b). This assign-
ment guarantees that given a sufficient number of processors, the neighboring regions are
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.7: The spatial decomposition of a spherical surface using STARE and its corre-
sponding hierarchical triangular mesh. A pre-order traversal of triangle leaves is equivalent
to the space-filling curve on the spherical surface. (a) shows that we evenly assign the tri-
angle leaves among three processors from left to right in the hierarchical triangular mesh
tree, and the distribution of their regions is contiguous along the space-filling curve. In this
case, each processor’s regions may not be always visible from different viewing directions.
(b) shows that we assign the triangle leaves among three processors in round robin, and the
neighboring regions are largely assigned to different processors. In this case, a portion of a
processor’s regions can be visible from any viewing direction.
assigned to different processors to achieve better load balancing during interactive explo-
ration.
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5.4 System Framework
We develop a distributed storage and analytics system based on our STARE indexing
scheme and data placement strategy to tackle Big Earth Data.
The overall framework of our system is a typical three tier web application that is com-
posed of a SciDB distributed database, a shim layer acting as the web server, and the front
end with STARE as a plugin of UDF to SciDB, as shown in Figure 5.8. Shim is a basic
SciDB client that exposes SciDB functionality through a simple HTTP API. We implement
a front-end to query data through the shim web server to SciDB and render data as an over-
lay on Google Maps within a browser. All the queries from the front end is encapsulated
in the HTTP GET request as the suffix of the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) and is
encoded appropriately.
The back-end of our system is SciDB, an open-source array-based distributed data man-
agement system used primarily for application domains involving very large-scale array
data [11]. It allows scientists to analyze voluminous datasets as arrays with little concern
for the details as to how massively parallel processing is achieved. SciDB is designed to
run on a shared nothing architecture comprised of a large set of worker nodes, a subset of
which also acts as coordinator nodes. A Postgres database runs on each coordinator node
to manage all metadata about the nodes, instances, arrays and so on. On each node, there
may be several instances that are the running invocation of SciDB program. Each instance
contains several processes. For each array stored on SciDB, it must have at least one at-
tribute and one index. Attributes store data values in array cells. SciDB uses array indexing,
through schema specification, to split the data into fixed-size chunks. Its storage manager
uses a hash function to determine the node each chunk is assigned to. When we query data,
SciDB can very quickly ascertain the chunk and the node that contains the requested data.
SciDB allows overlap (aka halo) between adjacent chunks to parallelize certain array oper-
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ations. Similar to a relational database, SciDB also has a query executor to parse, optimize,
and execute the Array Query Language (AQL) or the Array Functional Language (AFL).
Based on the well-known principle of moving the data to the computation, SciDB provides
several mechanisms to support extensibility, such as UDT, UDF, and UDO. User defined
logic can be loaded into SciDB as plugins.
Using STARE to organize data before database ingest, we can scalably send data chunks
directly to the correct nodes, avoiding costly data transfers and re-partitioning. With the
enormous scale of Earth Science datasets, the savings from eliminating costly data reparti-
tioning (or redimensioning) cannot be overemphasized.
There are several functions in STARE including those translating the original latitude
and longitude to hierarchical spatial index and traditional time format to hierarchical tem-
poral index. Thus, data represented by different models and with different resolutions are
unified and aligned based on the same index format. Data partitioned according to the
STARE index naturally co-locate in space and time when distributed across computing and
storage resources.
We developed two UDFs to ingest data using STARE with intuitive APIs, specifically,
hstmFromLevelLatLon(int64 level, double latitude, double
longitude)
converting a geospatial location into a STARE spatial index, and
temporalIndexFromTradYrMoDyHrMiSeMsRl(int64 year, int64 month,
int64 day, int64 hour, int64 minute, int64 second, int64
minisecond, int64 resolution)
converting a time into a STARE temporal index. Then, the process of ingesting data con-
sists of three steps:
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Figure 5.8: The framework of our distributed storage and analytics system
1: Use SciDB built-in apply operator to add the computed STARE spatial index and
temporal index as new attributes into the array.
2: Use SciDB built-in redimension operator to change the spatial and temporal indices
as the current array indices.
3: Store the redimensioned array into a new array.
5.5 Result
In order to study the performance characteristics of our framework, we use a concrete set
of typical queries in Earth Science domain. The queries operate on three multidimensional
datasets described below.
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Table 5.3: Datasets used in our experimental study.
name type time interval latitude range longitude range array dimensions size/slice
MERRA-2 grid 1 hour 90◦S - 90◦N 180◦W - 180◦E 576×361 0.83M
NMQ grid 5 minutes 20◦S - 55◦N 130◦W - 60◦E 7001×3501 98M
TRMM swath 15 orbits/day 35◦S - 35◦N 180◦W - 180◦E 1601×7201 46M
5.5.1 Datasets
Two regular gridded datasets and one swath dataset for the period of Winter 2010 (i.e.,
from December 1st, 2009 to February 29th, 2010) are used to conduct our experiments.
The first regular gridded dataset is extracted from a hourly dataset of the NASA Modern
Era Retrospective-analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA-2) [9] data collection,
while the second dataset is extracted from the reprocessed 5-minute National Mosaic and
Multi-sensor QPE (NMQ, where QPE stands for quantitative precipitation estimate) [82].
MERRA-2 has global coverage, whereas NMQ is only available for the contiguous United
States (CONUS), specifically 20◦N - 55◦N in latitude and 130◦W - 60◦W in longitude.
They are also of different resolutions. For MERRA, it is 23
◦ × 12
◦
(longitude × latitude) in
space and hourly in time, whereas it is 0.01◦ × 0.01◦ in space and every 5 minutes in time
for NMQ.
Swath dataset is from NASA’s Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM), which
derives vertical hydrometeor profiles using data from Precipitation Radar (PR) and TRMM
Microwave Imager (TMI) while it orbited the tropics of Earth (between 35◦S and 35◦N)
∼15 times per day generating a scan line every 600ms [42].
These three datasets over different ranges of locations and they are not synchronized
due to the different time intervals(resolutions) between contiguous time steps. Table 5.3
summarizes the characteristics of the three datasets.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.9: Renditions of MERRA-2 (a) and TRMM (b) datasets.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison between different data placements. The top row shows the
results using our STARE based partitioning and distribution. Both the MERRA-2 and
TRMM datasets are indexed using STARE (see Section 5.3.1) and partitioned and dis-
tributed among 16 compute nodes using our round robin strategy (see Section 5.3.2). Dif-
ferent nodes are denoted using 16 different colors in the right color map. (a) shows the
partitioning and distribution of both the two datasets. (c) and (d) show the zoom-in views
of MERRA-2 and TRMM, respectively, in the highlight region in (a). We can clearly see
that the two datasets are well co-aligned and co-located among the nodes. The bottom row
shows the corresponding results using the regular-grid partitioning and distribution, which
cannot co-align and co-locate the two datasets.
5.5.2 Computing Environment
A cluster with 16 nodes is setup to carry out our experiments. All nodes have the same
features: 32GB of main memory, an 8-core CPU and 9TB of local disk storage. They
all run Centos 7 Linux operating system. The nodes are interconnected with 10 Gigabit
Ethernet. We use the enterprise edition of SciDB release 16.9 that supports replication and
advanced linear algebra operations, such as singular value decomposition (SVD).
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Figure 5.11: After using STARE, we show the TRMM data in yellow meshes, NMQ data
in purple meshes, and the intersection part in red triangle meshes.
5.5.3 Evaluation
5.5.3.1 Data placement
We first verify the data placement result of our approach. Figure 5.9 shows the rendering
results of the MERRA-2 data and TRMM datasets on the same slice. We can clearly see
the distinct shapes and covered areas of these two datasets. In Figure 5.10, we visualize
the data placement of these two datasets on the 16 compute nodes using our STARE based
scheme and the conventional regular-grid partitioning and distribution scheme.
From this qualitative comparison, we can clearly see that our solution can lead to co-
alignment and co-location of the two these datasets with completely different shapes and
coverage. Next, we show the quantitative evaluations to detail the advantages of our STARE
indexing scheme and data placement strategy.
5.5.3.2 Join operation performance
There are two operators available for the join operation in SciDB: cross-join and join. The
former is a generic join operator that makes no assumption about the schema of its array
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of timing results of join operation between STARE and regular
gridding as a function of number of time slices using the TRMM and MERRA-2 datasets.
Figure 5.13: Comparison of timing results of join operation between contiguous and round
robin strategies for STARE as a function of number of time slices using the TRMM and
MERRA-2 datasets.
operands, while the latter requires its array operands to be aligned (i.e., corresponding
chunks co-located on the same nodes). Figure 5.11 illustrates the join operation between
the TRMM swath and the NMQ grid. The yellow triangle mesh denotes TRMM swath
data, the purple triangle mesh denotes the NMQ grid, and the red mesh indicates the joined
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intersection.
We first compare the timing results of the join operation using the MERRA-2 and
TRMM datasets between the STARE based scheme and regular-grid partitioning and distri-
bution scheme. Because the MERRA-2 and TRMM datasets are already co-aligned using
STARE, we can use the "join" operator.
Without STARE, MERRA-2 and TRMM data are not co-aligned. Thus, we need to use
the "cross-join" operator to carry out this query in regular grid partitioning.
We show the timing results of join operation using STARE and regular gridding in
Figure 5.12. In this test, we query the MERRA-2 grid cells where the precipitation rates
according to TRMM are greater than 0.7 mm/hr. We show the different timing results when
querying the intersection between the MERRA-2 and TRMM datasets within a different
number of time steps. As shown in Figure 5.12, with STARE, it always costs around 0.35
second no matter how many times steps that we query at one time. The reason is that
we align the datasets by STARE first so that all the corresponding chunks (or partitions)
of the two datasets are located on the same node, as visualized in the top row images of
Figure 5.10. However, without co-alignment, the time shows a nearly unnecessary network
communications among the nodes induced by misalignment, as visualized in the bottom
row images of Figure 5.10.
As discussed in Section 5.3.2, we adopted the round robin strategy to traverse and par-
tition the resultant quadtree of STARE, rather than the contiguous strategy. Figure 5.13
shows the comparison between these two strategies. The round robin strategy clearly out-
performs the contiguous strategy. For example, when querying 50 time slices, more than
10% improvement has been achieved using the round robin strategy. This performance
gain is essential for supporting highly interactive analytics operations.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of timing results of join operation between STARE and regular
gridding as a function of number of time slices using the TRMM, MERRA-2, and NMQ
datasets.
5.5.3.3 Join operation of MERRA-2, TRMM, and NMQ
We then compare the timing results of the join operation of the MERRA-2, TRMM and
NMQ datasets between the STARE and regular-grid partitioning methods. As shown in
Figure 5.14, our STARE based method only shows marginal increases compared to the
query timing resulting of STARE with the two datasets in Figure 5.12. This is because our
solution aligns the datasets to avoid unnecessary data communication and distributes them
to optimized workload balance.
However, the timing results of the regular-grid method in Figure 5.14 show signifi-
cant increase over the corresponding ones using two datasets in Figure 5.12. Because the
operation involves more datasets, the lack of co-location and co-alignment in the regular-
grid method incurs increased data communication among the nodes, and thereby severely
impairs the overall performance.
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of timing results of multiple users’ join operation between
STARE and regular gridding as a function of number of time slices using the TRMM and
MERRA-2 datasets.
5.5.3.4 Multiple user queries
We also compare the impacts of multiple users to STARE and regular-grid partitioning
methods. We test different numbers of users, and use random join of TRMM and MERRA-
2 datasets to simulate different user queries. Figure 5.15 shows the timing results. A
marginal increase is also observed for our STARE results from 1 to 100 users. This fur-
ther demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, which is achieved with our insightful
considerations of user data access patterns (see Section 5.3.2).
Meanwhile, the regular-grid partitioning cannot effectively support multiple users op-
erations. As shown in Figure 5.15, performance is quickly degraded with an increasing
number of users. At 100 users, it takes around 5 minutes for the system to respond, making
interactivity be impractical and weakening user experience.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.16: The user interface of our system.
5.5.4 User Interface
We construct a high-level graphical query interface combining multiple statistical analytics
panels, as shown in Figure 5.16(a). The interface has three functions: visualization, query,
and statistical analytics.
First, all the datasets can be visualized in the main window. We provide a time slider at
the bottom of the user interface to allowing users choose any time slice of the datasets for
rendering. Figure 5.16(a) shows TRMM precipitation dataset in yellow to red looking like
a ribbon across the map, while the NMQ precipitation dataset is shown in green to purple,
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occupying CONUS only. There are four buttons on the left of the time axis for choosing
different datasets, changing opacity, playing the time series visualization, and stopping the
playing, from left to right respectively.
Second, users also can input their customized queries, such as Precip ≥ 1.0, x ≥ 800
and y ≤ 3600, in the search box at the top of the user interface to easily search for features
of interest across multiple heterogeneous datasets.
Third, our user interface supports various real-time statistical analytics. For example,
users can mark a specific location on the map, time series of multiple datasets at the location
will be plotted in the top-right panel. User may also download this time series values as
a CSV (comma-separated values) file by clicking the download button. Our user interface
also supports histogram and correlation. After clicking the histogram button in the top
right panel, users can select a region of interest (ROI) by dragging a rectangle on the map
as shown in Figure 5.16(b). A histogram corresponding to each dataset will be displayed
in the top-right panel.
Our STARE indexing scheme and data placement strategy ensure the scalability of vari-
ous operations with combinations of variables, time slices, geolocations, datasets and users,
achieve interactive performance delivered at each individual user end, and render our sys-
tem a practical and effective analytics tool for Big Earth Data.
5.6 Conclusion
Big Earth Data imposes grand challenges in the development of a scalable end-to-end data
analytics system. Although previous studies have proposed feasible solutions to address the
large volume challenge by mostly leveraging loosely coupled techniques, scalable perfor-
mance is still difficult to achieve when various large datasets are involved. We must holisti-
cally consider both the volume and variety challenges and address both the data co-location
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and co-alignment in a distributed environment. To this end, we present the SpatioTempo-
ral Adaptive-Resolution Encoding, STARE, namely to index multiple datasets exhibiting
high heterogeneity, and make it feasible to co-locate and co-align data chunks. In addition,
we partition and distribute the chunks along the traversal of the resulting STARE quadtree
leaves in a round robin fashion, leading to balanced workload among the processors. We
note that this data placement is implicitly implemented in the STARE indexing space and
there is no need to physically construct of a hierarchical triangular mesh quadtree. We
conduct an extensive experimental study by comparing our STARE based approach with
the conventional regular gridding based approach. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our
approach using the queries with different combinations of variables, time slices, geoloca-
tions, datasets, and users. Our end-to-end distributed storage and analytics system achieves
scalable performance and ensures interactivity of user experiences.
In the future, we would like to enhance our system performance using Graphics Pro-
cessing Units (GPUs). More sophisticated visual analytics tasks, such as feature extraction
and tracking and volume rendering, can be potentially carried out interactively by leverag-
ing GPUs. We plan to investigate complex data access patterns that are expected across the
storage hierarchy from persistent storage to main memory to GPU memory, and study the
possibility to extend STARE to index data among multiple GPUs.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work
The goal of this dissertation is to advance visualization methodologies for large-scale sci-
entific data. In this dissertation, several advanced classification, I/O optimization and data
management methods are introduced to address some of the grand challenges in the visu-
alization and analysis of large-scale scientific data.
Chapter 2 introduces novel transfer functions that advance the classification of vol-
ume data by combining the advantages of the existing boundary-based and structure-based
methods. This method gives concrete guidelines to better reveal the interior and exterior
structures of features, especially for occluded objects without perfect homogeneous inten-
sities. Furthermore, this method separates these patterns from other materials that may
contain similar average intensities, but with different intensity variations. The proposed
method extends the expressiveness and the utility of volume rendering in extracting the
continuously changed patterns and achieving more robust volume classifications.
Chapter 3 presents an application-aware I/O optimization technique in support of inter-
active large-scale scientific visual analytics. We partition and distribute data, and carefully
place data blocks in a memory hierarchy according to a characterization of the data access
patterns of user exploration operations. We also conduct an empirical study to explore the
parameter space to derive optimal solutions.
Chapter 4 proposes a new hybrid of image partition and object partition approach for
parallel direct volume rendering on CPUs and GPUs heterogeneous architecture using Le-
gion runtime system which is a new programming model and runtime system for targeting
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large-scale distributed heterogeneous machine architectures. The experiment shows high
scalability in regards to both performance and dataset size. In this research, we explore
novel techniques for estimating the computation time for rendering each pixel, so that we
can guarantee a good load balancing on CPU and GPU processors.
Chapter 5 presents the SpatioTemporal Adaptive-Resolution Encoding, STARE, namely
to index multiple datasets exhibiting high heterogeneity, and make it feasible to co-locate
and co-align data chunks. In addition, we partition and distribute the chunks along the
traversal of the resulting STARE quadtree leaves in a round robin fashion, leading to bal-
anced workload among the processors. We note that this data placement is implicitly im-
plemented in the STARE indexing space and there is no need to physically construct of
a hierarchical triangular mesh quadtree. We conduct an extensive experimental study by
comparing our STARE based approach with the conventional regular gridding based ap-
proach. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach using the queries with different
combinations of variables, time slices, geolocations, datasets, and users. Our end-to-end
distributed storage and analytics system achieves scalable performance and ensures inter-
activity of user experiences.
In the future, we would like to conduct more experiments and case studies on our tools
and invite domain experts to inspect our applications and their features. In addition, we
will record their feedback and suggestions to enhance the usability of our research.
After my experience with high-performance data visualization, I am now firmly con-
vinced that the future of data visualization and analysis can be developed on high-level
data structure specifications that automatically translate the dataset into an efficient data
structure by identifying interesting patterns using a classification or clustering method. If
parallel programming combined with efficient data structures can be used in the data visu-
alization field, the cost of the data movement will not be the limitation in the computation.
In the future, I would like to extend my research to other underlying data structures, such
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as gradient mesh and fast union-find data structures, and to be able to automatically choose
the best data structure for the task at hand.
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